
By BERNIE BELLAN

The Ashkenazie
Synagogue at the
corner of Burrows

and Charles is Winnipeg’s
oldest synagogue and the

last remaining of 37 synagogues which once dotted
Winnipeg’s North End. Now, like all the other syna-
gogues that once existed contemporaneously with
the House of Ashkenazie, it finds itself in a precari-
ous position.

Unable to sustain a regular minyan and with a
membership that is a mere fraction of what it once
had, the few remaining members of the Ashkenazie
are faced with a difficult choice: Either find a new
use for the building or close it as a house of worship.

As a result, a group dedicated to finding a new
purpose for this historic building has come up with
an imaginative proposal that would see the Ashkenazie retain a core area
for services, while reconfiguring the rest of the building into a “living”
museum of Winnipeg’s Jewish North End.

First, a little history (taken largely from a Free Press article published in
2014 and written by Religion reporter Cheryl Girard): “The Ashkenazy
synagogue was founded in 1921 by a group of immigrants from Lithuania.
It took over an old Baptist church on the northwest corner of Burrows
Avenue and Charles Street.

“A fire destroyed the Orthodox synagogue in April 1945, but it was
rebuilt by its members three years later on the same site. The current red
brick building is now said to be the oldest synagogue in Winnipeg.

“ A traditional Orthodox synagogue, it features a balcony that once pro-
vided seating for women. Today, there is a simple partition off to one side
on the main floor separating women from men during prayers.

“One of the most well-known members was Joseph Wolinsky. A success-
ful businessman, he founded the Joseph Wolinsky Collegiate in 1959 and
was associated with many charities, philanthropic and educational institu-
tions around the world.

The Free Press story also noted that during the period between the wars,
the synagogue was Winnipeg’s “prestige synagogue, graced by the pres-
ence of the city’s chief rabbi, Israel Kahanovitch.”

“The word Ashkenaz means Germany. It refers to Jews who are descen-
dants of the Jewish people of Germany, central Europe and eastern Europe,
including Poland and Russia. Ashkenaz also refers to a mode or custom of
prayer.”

With that glorious history in mind, as noted, a committee has been struck
with the intention of saving the Ashkenazie.

Following are excerpts from a propos-
al that was sent to the Jewish Heritage
Centre of Western Canada, which was
written by Dr. Gerald (Yossi) Minuk, and
which outlines the proposal developed
by the steering committee dedicated to
preserving the Ashkenazie Synagogue:

“As outlined at the meeting, the
Ashkenazie is the last of 18 synagogues
built in Winnipeg’s North-End at the turn
of the 19th and early 20th century that
still offers services at its original site.
(Ed. note: Our list of synagogues that
once existed in Winnipeg,  only a few of
which still remain, and which you can
read on page 7 of this issue, lists far
more than 18 synagogues in the North

End.) Unfortunately, the ability to continue those services is no longer ten-
able and rather than have the building sold or demolished as was the case
with the previous 17 synagogues, the idea has been developed to reconfig-
ure the Ashkenazie into a museum that commemorates all the previous syn-
agogues and at the same time, continues to offer services to its regular
attendees, museum visitors and staff.

“That the Ashkenazie will be celebrating its 100th year anniversary this
coming 2022 is fortuitous in that it offers the ideal time for the synagogue
to repurpose and continue to meet the Jewish community’s needs but in the
proposed iteration, as a ‘living’ museum that captures and displays
Winnipeg’s rich and famous Jewish North-End history, for the upcoming
century.

“Essentially, our ‘vision’ entails the following: the main body of the syn-
agogue would remain intact for daily and/or holiday services. However, the
flanking pews would be converted into cubicles that contain narratives,
photos and 3 dimensional items recovered from previous synagogues in the
area, largely drawing upon collections and exhibits previously displayed by
the Jewish Heritage Centre. If the memorabilia exceeds the space available,
the flanking pews of the upstairs ladies gallery could be utilized for the
same purpose.

“Certain cubicles would also feature former North-Enders who went on
to national or international acclaim (ex. Monty Hall, David Steinberg,
Sydney Halter, etc.) and computer stations that would enable visitors to
look up old relatives and friends who were amongst the first immigrants to
the North-End. Similar information would be offered for Jewish owned
North-End businesses that helped contribute to the area’s economy.

“In addition, the Chedar-shaynee (anteroom to the main synagogue)
would be repurposed as a
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Ashkenazie Synagogue sees to repurpose itself into a synagogue/museum

The House of Ashkenazie at the corner of Burrows
& Charles. Opened in 1922, it was rebuilt in 1948
after a fire destroyed the original building. 

Chanukah lighting ceremonies around the city
One year ago Chanukah began 12 days later than this year: Dec. 10, 2020

as opposed to November 28, 2021. The weather was  quite nice the first few
days of Chanuakh in 2020; it was actually above 0 or close to it - but, as
most of us can likely recall, the mood was definitely darker last December.
Covid was in its second wave - and the first vaccines were yet to be intro-
duced to the general public.

As a result, Chanukah menorah lighting ceremonies were private affairs,
with the Simkin Centre closed to visitors and other retirement homes in the
community also restricting visitors.

And, although we’re still in the midst of a pandemic that shows no signs
of waning, this year Chanukah was able to be celebrated much more open-
ly. Retirement homes, including the Shaftesbury Retirement Residence and
Portsmouth Retirement Community, both held menorah lighting cere-
monies each evening - with residents able to mingle - without masks. The
Simkin Centre also held an outdoor Chanukah menorah lighting ceremony,
while residents looked on from the three floors of the facility.

The Jewish Federation also held a public menorah lighting ceremony on
Wedneday, December 1 -  which both Mayor Brian Bowman and Winnipeg
South Centre MP attended.

On this page and on pages 12 & 13  we have pictures from various
Chanukah menorah lighting ceremonies held around the city.

Winnipeg South Centre MP Jim Carr addresses the audience gathered
in the courtyard of the Asper Campus prior to lighting one of the can-
dles on the Chanukah menorah in the courtyard.

(Continued on page 6. See “Ashkenazie”.
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Canadian news

Winnipeg-born writer Sidura Ludwig receives 2021 Vine Award for new collection of short stories
By MYRON LOVE

You could rightly say that Sidura Ludwig is “over
the moon” about being named the winner of the
2021 Vine Award for fiction for “You Are Not

What We Expected”, her first collection of short stories.
“This is a huge honour,” says the former

Winnipegger. “I am thrilled, overwhelmed, speechless.
It was a real surprise.  I didn’t even realize that my book
still qualified as it was released 18 months ago.”

She was notified in October that she had been short-
listed for the award – which was presented in
November at an online-only ceremony.  “I was given a
week’s notice that I won so that I had time to prepare
and pre-record my acceptance speech,” she reports.     

As per the Koffler Centre of the Arts – the Vine
Awards for Canadian Jewish Literature sponsoring orga-
nization  -  the annual national awards program  “honours both the best
Canadian Jewish writers and non-Jewish Canadian authors who deal with
Jewish subjects in Fiction, History, Non-Fiction, Young Adult/Children’s
literature, and Poetry”. Each winning author receives a prize of $10,000.
The 2021 three-person Jury reviewed 42 entries to the Fiction, History,
Non-Fiction and Young Adult/Children’s categories. 

The Lillian and Norman Glowinsky Foundation is the lead funder for the

Vine Awards.
As was reported in The Jewish Post & News in

January of last year (2020) prior to Ludwig’s in-person
presentation at Limmud that year, “You Are Not What
We Expected” is the former Winnipegger’s second book.
Her first novel, “Holding My Breath”, was published in
2007. 

The daughter of Israel and Maylene Ludwig has been
writing seriously since she was a teenager.  She left
Winnipeg originally in 1994 to study at York University.
After graduation, she was back here for a year working
as a teacher’s assistant, then went back east to study
Journalism at Carleton.  In between, she married and she
and her husband eventually settled  in Thornhill in 2004. 
She also worked for a time as a journalist and in com-

munications, largely on a freelance basis before starting a
family.    “I found as a young mother than I didn’t have a lot of time to read
novels,” she recalled in that earlier interview.  “I gravitated to short stories
– which was always my first love. I really appreciate the ability of writers
to tell larger stories in a few pages.”

She says that she worked on her newest publication over a period of five
years.  “It started as a novel,” she notes, “but it just wasn’t working for me.
I began to focus on the individual characters and develop each as a short
story.”

During that time, she also enrolled in some writing courses through the
Sarah Selecky Writing School and Humber College. She set herself a goal
of trying to send out five submissions a week and, after a year, had nine
short stories published in different media.  That gave her the confidence
that there enough interest in the stories to approach. 

“You Are Not What We Expected” (which was published by House of
Anansi) recount s the lives of the multi-generational Levine family and
their neighbours over a period of 15 years, capturing their celebration, tran-
sitions and drama in their lives.

The author notes that “You Are Not What We Expected” is widely avail-
able in bookstores and that the book has been very well received.  “I have
received a lot of invitations to do book club zooms session,” she reports.
“Next week, for example, I have been invited to participate in a zoom ses-
sion by a book club in Modiin in Israel.”

In July, Ludwig graduated from  a Masters Degree program in Fine Arts
specializing in writing books for children and young adults at the Vermont
College of Fine Arts. She is working on a some picture books for younger
children and a novel intended for middle grade students.

After more than two years without an Israeli
ambassador to Canada, Ronen Hoffman fills the role

By ELLIN BESSNER
(CJN) After more than two years with-

out a new ambassador at 50 O’Connor St.
in Ottawa, Israel’s new ambassador to
Canada has arrived to start his new job.
Ronen Hoffman  arrived in Canada on
November 28.

Hoffman, 58, is a former member of the
Israeli Knesset for the coalition Yesh Atid
party, but he is also a well-known acade-
mic, with a PhD in Israel-Syria relations
from King’s College in London. Hoffman
taught in the School of Government at the
IDC in Herzliya, and is considered an
expert on Middle East peace negotiations and Israel’s foreign policy.

Hoffman’s appointment was announced in July 2021, after the new
Israeli government of Naftali Bennett was sworn in.

The appointment was welcomed by the Canadian Jewish political action
organization, CIJA.

The previous ambassador, Nimrod Barkan, retired in November of 2019
after a three-year term. The position wasn’t filled until now due to insta-
bility in Israeli politics and the COVID pandemic interfering with travel.
The charge´ d’affaires Ohad N. Kaynar has been acting as head of the
Israeli mission these last two years.

Hoffman is not a complete stranger to Canadian issues: he was head of
the Knesset’s Parliamentary Committee for Israel-Canada relations.

With the arrival of Hoffman, the Israel diplomatic complement in Canada
is now complete: Idit Shamir arrived this August to take up the post of the
Israeli consul general for Toronto and Western Canada and the Northwest
Territories, while Paul Hirschson has taken up his duties for the Israeli gov-
ernment in Montreal. Hirschson is responsible for Quebec and Atlantic
Canada. He has already visited Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island,
since arriving in August.

University of Toronto rocked with
accusations of antisemitism

Dec. 03, 2021 TORONTO — A
group of Jewish professors at the
University of Toronto has launched a
human rights complaint against the
President of the University of Toronto
Faculty Association (UTFA).

The complaint before the Human Rights
Tribunal of Ontario (HRTO) emerges out
of an online panel event last June 15
regarding the Valentina Azarova affair at
U of T. UTFA President Terezia Zoric
used her concluding remarks to warn that
an “entitled Zionist minority” was
engaged in “unending harassment and
psychological warfare” against critics of the recent Cromwell Report, com-
missioned by the University to investigate the Azarova controversy.

The HRTO complaint, submitted by lawyer Jillian Siskind on behalf of
nine active or retired U of T professors, alleges that Zoric’s remarks con-
stituted antisemitic stereotyping, and breached their rights under Sections
1, 6 and 13 of the Ontario Human Rights Code.

The complaint also alleges that, after some Jewish faculty members
resigned from UTFA in protest of her comments, Zoric moved to increase
the fees required to regain one’s membership in UTFA, in an apparent
attempt to further punish those Jewish faculty members.

None of the allegations in the HRTO complaint have yet been tested
before the Tribunal.

In October, after months of refusing to issue an apology following the
incident, Zoric  apologized  for “using a phrase that evoked a negative
trope,” but not for the substance of her remarks at the June 15 panel event.

Senior Counsel David Matas, in a written version of remarks presented
to the Matas Law Society of B’nai Brith Canada, stated that what  Zoric
“did not acknowledge was that this very trope was at the heart of the uproar
over the rejection by the Law Faculty of the recommendation by the search
committee of Azarova as director of its international human rights law pro-
gram and the consequent censure of the University of Toronto by
CAUT.  Nor does she suggest any course of action to unravel the harm that
the use of this trope has caused or to prevent the reoccurrence of similar
harm.”

The allegations against Zoric are just one of a series of antisemitic con-
troversies that have rocked U of T over the past year.  Last week, for
instance, antisemitism surfaced at the U of T’s Scarborough campus at the
annual general meeting of the students’ union.

In February, a student panel  found  that the University of Toronto
Graduate Students’ Union had engaged in prohibited discrimination by
forcing students to fund boycott, divestment, sanctions (BDS) activities,
although University administrators have not yet taken any action to enforce
the ruling. (Read more about this story on page 5.)

In October, a professor at the U of T Faculty of Law publicly  apolo-
gized after B’nai Brith pointed out that he had baselessly accused David
Spiro, a Jewish judge of the Tax Court of Canada, of emulating the legal
theories of Carl Schmitt, a notorious Nazi jurist.

Meanwhile, back in December of 2020, the U of T announced with much
fanfare the creation of an Antisemitism Working Group. Almost a year
later, the Working Group has still not released a substantive report or any
recommendations.

UFTA President 
Terezia Zoric

SIDURA LUDWIG

RONEN HOFFMAN



After an almost two-year absence of public
Chanukah menorah lighting events in
Winnipeg, it sure was nice to be able to

attend five such different events over the course
of five consecutive days this past week.

Being able to see the faces of so many seniors,
in addition to other members of the community,
was certainly uplifting for me as I made my way
to different seniors’ homes each night. I think we

can all well recall how gloomy the mood was last Chanukah as we were
caught up in the second wave of Covid, which had begun in September
2020. The second wave proved to be the deadliest of the four waves we
have now experienced, as the vaccines that have been developed were just
beginning to be introduced in Canada toward the end of last December.

Seniors’ homes, including retirement homes where seniors were normal-
ly allowed to come and go as they please, were all operating under  tight
shut-in orders last December, with the result that many seniors felt impris-
oned within facilities that, despite offering many amenities, were still
forced to keep their doors shut to visitors for quite some time.

And, although we’re certainly not out of this pandemic by any means –
thanks in no small part to the relatively small anti-vaxxer crowd that con-
tinues to prefer irrationality to rationality, most of us have become used to
the restrictions that we now regard as normal.

Yet, while we’ll still waiting to learn more about the Omicron variant:
how transmissible it is, whether it’s more resistant to already existing vac-
cines, and whether it produces the same level of infection as the Delta vari-
ant, the steps that our governments have been taking have added to the con-
fusion that many of us already feel about Covid.

During the course of the past few weeks I’ve been receiving many calls
from subscribers to this paper informing me that they were heading south
this winter. I often enjoy engaging with our readers over the phone, so in
many cases I would ask callers how comfortable they felt about heading
south this winter?

In most cases the response was the same: We just couldn’t bear the
thought of staying put for yet another winter and we’ll be quite safe where
we’re going.

Now, as someone who’s canceled travel plans for the second consecutive
winter, I have to say that I come down on the side of those who might be
considered overly cautious. The fact is, however, that as much as it would
be nice to get away, I can’t help but think that if my wife and I were to trav-
el, I’d be constantly on edge, especially at airports and in flight. Add to that
the new and very confusing rules regarding testing requirements upon
returning to Canada and I’ve concluded that I’m quite content to remain in
balmy Winnipeg one more winter.

I suppose I’m lucky in the sense that the cold doesn’t bother me much,
but I can well understand the overwhelming urge that so many people feel
to flee Winnipeg during the winter. At the same time, as I’ve been speak-
ing with readers of this paper, I’ve also been asking many of them, whom
I knew to be active members of the Rady JCC, whether they’ve been going
back to the Rady?

I can’t say that I’ve kept precise tabs on the answers, but I still hear from
many individuals that, despite all the precautions in place at the Rady,

they’re not ready to return.
As for those who have been
going back, the most com-
mon description of what it’s
like is that it’s still very
“quiet” there.

I will be going back there
quite soon though, especially
as we’re about to enter into a
more quiet period for this
paper, which usually follows
the Chanukah issue.

It’s been quite hectic for
me these past few months, as
this paper has continued to
fare well, both in terms of
advertising and subscrip-
tions. People ask me how I
manage to do everything
involving running a newspa-
per and, while it can be tiring
at times, I’ve gotten into a
rhythm ever since I moved
operations into my own
home.

Still, the biggest challenge
that I face is not the day to
day operation of the paper,

it’s coming up with ideas for stories. To that end, not attending in person
the usual sorts of activities that we had come to associate with Jewish life
in Winnipeg over the winter, especially the ongoing slate of programs that
used to be held at the Rady JCC, is one of the more depressing aspects of
life under Covid.

For that reason I decided to run, yet again, a story that I first wrote in
December 2019 about Rabbi Matthew Leibl and his exuberant telling of
stories of famous Christmas songs that were written by Jewish composers. 

Rabbi Matthew’s charisma shone through that particular evening two
years ago in the Adult Lounge of the Asper Campus. And, although he’s no
longer a rabbi at the Shaarey Zedek, Rabbi Matthew is still in steady
demand, whether it’s presiding over funerals or other life cycle events. I
had written in previous issues that I never bought Rabbi Matthew’s expla-
nation for his leaving Shaarey Zedek: that he wanted to spend more time
with his family.

And, while I had heard a pretty solid explanation for what actually hap-
pened back in April of this year when we were told that Rabbi Matthew was
not renewing his contract at Shaarey Zedek, as I was told further details
about the true reasons for his leaving, I thought to myself: “That’s the
Shaarey Zedek’s loss.”

Here we have a dynamic, young individual who has so much to give to
this community, but whose career has been short for reasons that were not
truthfully disclosed by the Shaarey Zedek board. To his credit, Rabbi
Matthew has not commented further as to the reason for his departure.
Suffice to say that the true reason has to do with pressure brought upon by
the board that had nothing to do with Rabbi Matthew wanting to spend
more time with his family.

The juxtaposition of my writing about the Shaarey Zedek’s lack of trans-
parency over this issue with my story about the Ashkenazie Synagogue’s
wanting to repurpose itself as a synagogue/museum serves to remind read-
ers of the illustrious history of synagogues in Winnipeg. 

After reading about the history of the Ashkenazie, which is situated in
Winnipeg’s oldest synagogue building, I was motivated to try and produce
a more comprehensive list of all synagogues that have existed in this city.
I knew that I had seen such a list, but once again it was through the help of
the Jewish Heritage Centre, especially its curator, Stan Carbone, that I was
able to reproduce the list of synagogues that you can find on page 7 of this
issue.

After looking at that list though, I still have some questions about many
of the synagogues listed – some of which don’t have addresses beside
them. I wonder where some of them were and what the ones for which we
don’t have drawings looked like? Are there pictures or drawings of them,
as there are of so many of the now disappeared other synagogues? Perhaps
someone reading this will take a look at that list and help to fill in the gaps.

In mentioning that I would be producing a very extensive list of
Winnipeg synagogues over the years to several acquaintances, the immedi-
ate reaction among those individuals was that they could recall going to
this or that synagogue as youngsters. One synagogue in particular stood out
when I was having these conversations: the Beth Jacob Synagogue, which
was located at 49 Schultz Street in the North End.

In the late Harry Gutkin’s article about Winnipeg synagogues for the
Jewish Historical Society, he notes that the Beth Jacob Synagogue, which
opened in1904, seated 700 individuals – but that it was built at a time when
Winnipeg’s total Jewish population only numbered 5,000. The drawings
I’ve seen of the old Beth Jacob Synagogue certainly convey its majestic
appearance. It’s such a shame that all those old buildings, save the
Ashkenazie, have now disappeared.

And so, when Dr. Gerald (or Yossel, as he prefers to be called) Minuk
called me and asked whether I’d be interested in raising interest in an
attempt to save the Ashkenazie from being sold – which, by the way, is
what will happen if the effort to turn the building partly into a museum
fails, Dr. Minuk told me, I said I would offer my full assistance in the
effort.

As other articles in this paper indicate, Winnipeg’s Jewish community
has been welcoming new individuals into the fold in large numbers in
recent years – to our enormous benefit. But, as much as the Jewish com-
munity has transformed greatly in recent years, our storied history here
should also be preserved. To that end I certainly hope that anyone reading
this will take the time to copy the link I have in my article about the
Ashkenazie’s attempt to repurpose itself and fill out the questionnaire that
has been prepared by the steering committee dedicated to saving the
Ashkenazie. 

Corrections:
In our Nov. 24 issue, we printed an article about Megan Kravetsky and

her Puerto Vallarta restaurant that contained two major mistakes. We incor-
rectly identified Megan’s grandmother. Her name is Jo-anne Field. Also,
we incorrectly wrote that Megan’s father, Charles, is a lawyer. In fact,
Charles runs a landscaping firm that looks after the three cemeteries man-
aged by the Etz Chayim. We apologize for those errors.
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Comment

Israel developing new systems to counter looming military threats

Colonel Richard Kemp, formerly the head of
the British military forces in Afghanistan,
has described the Israel Defence Force

(IDF) as the world’s “most moral army”.  The IDF
goes out of its way in striving to minimize casual-
ties on both sides of any conflict that Israel in
which Israel and  its enemies are involved.

In fact, Israel is probably the only country in the
world that takes this approach to fighting wars.
(By comparison, last summer the Americans ini-

tially claimed to have taken out a group in terrorists in Afghanistan but later
admitted that the “terrorists” were a family on ten or so – most of whom
were children.)

Unfortunately, Israel has also most likely had more experience fighting
wars over the years than any other Western country, with perhaps the
exception of the United States.

Now, it may seem like an oxymoron but Israel - a world leader in so many
areas of technology – is also a leader in developing new technologies that
will further reduce collateral damage in future wars that the beleaguered
country may be forced to fight. 

Last June, Israel’s  Defense Ministry  successfully carried out a series of
interceptions to shoot down drones with a powerful airborne laser system
installed on a civilian light aircraft.

As reported by writer Anna Ahronheim in the June 21 edition of the
Jerusalem Post, the trials were carried out over a number of days under the
leadership of the ministry’s research and development unit, together with
Elbit Systems and the IAF. During the trials, a high-powered laser fired
from a civilian Cessna plane over the sea destroyed several unmanned tar-
gets at differing ranges and altitudes.

According to the Defense Ministry, Ahronheim noted, “Israel is perhaps
the first country in the world to have been able to use such laser technolo-
gy on an aircraft to intercept targets in an operational simulation”.

The writer quotes Brigadier –General  Yaniv Rotem, head of military
research and development at the Defense Ministry as saying that “the fully
automated energy system uses the laser to destroy a target while flying
above the clouds”.

Ahronheim pointed out that airborne laser targeting has many advan-
tages, including a low cost of use, the ability to effectively intercept long-
range threats at high altitude regardless of weather conditions and the abil-
ity to defend large areas.

The Defense Ministry, she quotes Rotem as saying  “hopes to install the
system on a larger aircraft in upcoming trials and then on other aerial plat-
forms. The system initially will be used for defense and eventually also will
be used in offensive scenarios.

A ground laser system under development will be operational in three to
four years and the airborne system in eight to 10 years, Rotem said, adding
that in another decade, it is hoped that such a system could destroy targets
hundreds of kilometers away.

Last year, the brigadier-general added, the ministry launched three pro-
grams to develop high-energy laser demonstration systems in cooperation
with the two companies: a ground-based laser system to complement the
capabilities of the Iron Dome missile interceptor, a maneuverable platform-
mounted laser to defend troops in the field; and a laser demo system
mounted on an aerial platform to intercept threats above cloud cover and
for the defense of wide areas.

The ground system will also be able to destroy targets at a range of eight
to 10 km. with a 100 kW laser. The ministry is aiming for an operational
system by 2024 to be deployed at the Gaza border area for shooting down
rockets.

The Jerusalem Post reporter further quotes Elbit ISTAR general manag-
er Oren Sabag as saying that“we believe that the use of a high-powered
laser to carry out low-cost airborne interception of rockets and hostile
unmanned aircraft closer to their launching areas and away from popula-
tion centers offers a significant change in Israel’s defense capabilities.”

Also new to Israel’s arsenal of defensive options is Israel Aerospace
Industries’ new family of electronic warfare (EW) systems, which were
unveiled on Thursday.  As reported in the November 11 edition of the
Jerusalem Post, the Scorpius family of systems can combat a range of
threats including UAVs, ships, missiles and radar systems.

The Scorpius systems scan the entire surrounding area for targets and
deploys narrowly focused beams to interfere with multiple threats across
the electromagnetic spectrum. The system effectively disrupts the opera-
tion of electromagnetic systems, including radar, electronic sensors, navi-
gation and data communications.

Scorpius comprises five systems: The Scorpius G detects and disrupts
ground and airborne threats. The system can be quickly deployed by vehi-
cle and is a "soft-kill" air defense system that creates an electronic dome of
protection above a wide area.

The N model defends ships against advanced threats, including cruise
missiles, UAVs and airborne imaging radars. The system's extremely high
range provides early detection and targeting of threats.

The Scorpius SP is a self-protection pod for combat aircraft, while the SJ
is a standoff jammer that disrupts a range of enemy aerial and ground-based
electromagnetic operations. The system can be installed on fighter and mis-
sion aircraft for escort and stand-off jamming missions or on military trans-
port aircraft. It operates automatically and can provide protection against
all types of Air-to-Air and Surface-to-Air threats.

The Scorpius T provides electronic warfare (EW) training for pilots. It
was used during the recent  international Blue Flag aerial exercise.

Adi Dulberg, general manager of IAI's Intelligence Division, is quoted as
saying that “the modern battlefield depends on the electromagnetic domain
for sensing, communications and navigation," said. "Protecting the use of
the electromagnetic domain for our forces, while denying its use by the
enemy, has become mission-critical for success in combat and for ensuring
the superiority of our forces in the field.

"The new technology, developed by IAI’s talented engineers, tips the
scale of electronic warfare, providing world-first breakthrough capabilities
for electronic defense and disrupting enemy systems."

By

MYRON LOVE

Kosher food becomes a BDS flashpoint 
at University of Toronto

Dec. 5, 2021 (JTA) — After an outcry and a rebuke from the University
of Toronto president, the student union at a satellite campus modified a
proposed ban on kosher foods in any way affiliated with Israel, but a cam-
pus Jewish campus group said the change made matters worse.

The board of directors of the University of Toronto Scarborough Campus
Student Union convened for an emergency meeting Dec. 1 to address the
outcry after a Nov. 24 resolution affirming the union’s boycott, divestment
and sanctions policy regarding Israel placed restrictions on kosher food
distribution.

The emergency meeting removed from the earlier pro-BDS resolution a
passage that said: “Efforts should be made to source kosher food from
organizations that do not normalize Israeli apartheid, however recognizing
the limited availability of this necessity then exemptions can be made if no
alternatives are available.”

The revision came after condemnations by Jewish students on campus,
the university leadership and Canadian Jewish organizations. B’nai B’rith
Canada said the original resolution would have “effectively shut down
Jewish life” on the campus because the union “controls clubs funding,
room booking and many other aspects of student life at the Scarborough
Campus.”

Meric Gertler, the university president, said that the original resolution
was inconsistent with the university’s “core values of freedom of speech
and inclusion.”

“A requirement that providers of food as a religious accommodation be
required to apply for an exemption, or even be asked about their views
about issues elsewhere in the world is unacceptable,” Gertler said.

A Jewish student campus group, UTSC Jewish Student Life said the revi-
sion made matters worse because the pro-BDS resolution retains a passage
that says the union will “refrain from engaging with organizations, ser-
vices, or participating in events that further normalize Israeli apartheid.”

Jewish Student Life said this requirement could conceivably apply to
kosher food providers that have anything to do with Israel — and there was
no longer an exemption for kosher food, however restrictive that exemp-
tion was.

“With the new motion there is still a ban on affiliation or even interaction
with organizations that ‘normalize Israeli apartheid,’- and this still includes
food providers who identify as Zionists as do the vast majority of Canadian
Jews,” Jewish Student Life said on its Facebook page. “Now, however,
there is no opportunity for an exemption.”

“In light of multiple controversies about hateful messages about Jews
and Israel posted in May when there was an escalation in violence in the
Middle East, we find important language preserved in the motion that pro-
hibits hostile, hateful and abusive behavior on social media by both student
leaders and in forums controlled by the students, and protects Jewish stu-
dents from being blamed for actions taken by the Israeli government,” said
Renan Levine, a political science professor at the university who advises
the JSL. 

Two years ago, an official of the university’s Graduate Student Union
said the union would not back a Hillel initiative to bring kosher food to
campus because Hillel is “pro-Israel.” The union later apologized.
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small café, gift shop and
washrooms. Depending on
public feedback, the kosher
kitchen and undeveloped
downstairs area would be ren-
ovated and used for either
h o s t i n g
exhibits/seminars/events/din-
ners.

“In terms of moving for-
ward, it should be noted that
the executive board of the
Ashkenazie Synagogue is completely supportive of this initiative (person-
al communication from its President Gary Minuk) and a steering commit-
tee (whose members have been cc’d) has been struck.

“As advised at last week’s meeting, proposed next steps would include
approaching the Jewish Foundation, Winnipeg Foundation and Thomas
Steel Foundation for seed money to hire an engineering firm, and if the
building is deemed structurally sound, a museum designer and archivist to
develop a formal budget. Thereafter, the Jewish community will be invited
via the ‘Jewish Post & News’ publication to visit a website (tentatively
entitled “An ASK About the ASH” ) in order to ascertain the level of com-
munity support; information on memorabilia whereabouts; suggestions as
to which North-Enders and businesses might be profiled and opportunities
for involvement/volunteering.

“Finally, regarding long term support, Heritage Winnipeg and the Jewish
Foundation will be approached to supplement museum revenues, donations
and private fund raising efforts.”

As part of the committee’s effort to repurpose the Ashkenazie, Dr. Minuk
contacted The Jewish Post & News and asked, not only that we publicize
the committee’s plan, but also include a link to a questionnaire whose pur-
pose would be to gauge potential support for the plan to convert part of the
Ashkenazie into a museum.

The questionnaire asks eight questions altogether, along with a final part
that allows for comments of a general nature.

Here is a link to the questionnaire:  tinyurl.com/4hpd4hky

The above montage shows various synagogues and schools
circa 1925 in Winnipeg. The montage is on display in the
Adas Yeshurun - Herzlia Synagogue.
From top left: Beth Shalom, Nassau / Rosh Pina, Martha / Beth

Moshav Zkenim / Jewish Orphanage / Shaarey Zedek, Dagmar /
Ashkenazi ; Second Row: Tiferes Israel, Manitoba / Knesset Israel
Shul, Charles / Talmud Torah, Flora and Charles / Beth Jacob
Synagogue, Schultz / Shul, Burrows / Atereth Israel, Manitoba Ave.;
Third Row:  Adas Yeshurun, McGregor / Beit Haknesset Shaarey
Zion, Aikins / Roumanian Beth Abraham Shul, Charles / Lubavitch
Shul, 591 Magnus ; Bottom Row: Talmud Torah, Kildonan / Chevra
Mishnayes, Robinson / Talmud Torah, Main St.  / Small Talmud Torah,
Andrews / Ohel Jacob, Selkirk / Tiferes Israel Shul, Kildonan/
(Thanks to Stan Carbone, curator of the Jewish Heritage Centre of
Western Canada, for supplying the photo and caption.)

Ashkenazie
(Continued from page 1.)

Interior of the Ashkenazie Synagogue.

Black Eyed Peas lead singer will.i.am 
says being in Israel is ‘like mishpocha’

Nov. 30, 2021 (JTA) — Black Eyed Peas frontman will.i.am feels at
home in Israel — so much so that he used a Yiddish word to describe the
feeling he gets in the country.

While on a visit to Israel to
perform with his group,
will.i.am, born William James
Adams, Jr., said Monday that he
would not boycott the country
and added that being in Israel is
like being among family — or
“mishpocha.”

“I always wanted to come to
Israel growing up in Los
Angeles, a lot of my friends are
Israelis,” said will.i.am, who is
not Jewish. “My grandma came
here. When she visited, she
would say, ‘I’m going to the
holy land.’ She came with her
church. It was always a place of aspiration and wonder and when I first
came, I brought my grandma…I always love coming here. It’s like mish-
pocha.”

The rapper made his remarks at the IMPROVATE technology conference
in the Orient Hotel in Jerusalem. This was not the first time the Black Eyed
Peas have performed in Israel, where they put on concerts in 2006 and
2007.

Speaking at the conference, will.i.am explained how one of his childhood
friends inspired him to throw some other Hebrew words into one of the
band’s most popular songs, “I Gotta Feeling.” In that song, will.i.am
famously shouts out “mazel tov” and another band member responds with
“l’chaim.”

“I wanted to make Benjamin‘s dad proud,” the rapper said of his child-
hood friend. “So I said, ‘Mazel tov,’ ‘L’chaim’ and he was like, ‘Will, I
always knew you are mishpocha. So to me, when I say mishpocha, I mean
that dearly. This place is magical to me, for my grandma wanted to come
here, and I can’t let politics get in the way of where my heart is going.”

Will.i.am also worked the word “mishpocha” into a music video for a
song the Black Eyed Peas made with the Israeli pop duo Static and Ben El
in 2020.

Rapper will.i.am speaks at the
IMPROVATE International
Innovation and Investment Forum
at the Orient Hotel in Jerusalem,
Nov. 29, 2021. (Sivan Farag) 



MANITOBA SYNAGOGUES
PAST AND PRESENT

Synagogue Date Address
Beth El  (Reformed) 1880s Princess Street (Harris Block)
Sons of Israel (Orthodox)(later Rosh Pina) 1884 Henry & Main
Milchige Synagogue (Milkmens’ Shul) 1880s   Higgins Avenue
Beth El of Israel 1890 King & Henry
Shaarey Zedek 1890 King & Common (now Henry)
Rosh Pina 1893    Martha Street
Bnay Abraham 1903       Schultz Avenue
Holy Blossom 1904  Maccabee Hall, 216 Pacific
Chevra Mishnayes       1906       Stella & Robinson
Bnai Zion 1906 Charles Street
Bnai Israel  (Brandon)              1906       3rd and Princess Street 
Shaarey Shomayim (later Shaarey Zedek) 1907       Dagmar Street 
Adas Yeshurun 1907   McGregor Street 
Beth Jacob 1907       Schultz Avenue
Hebrew Sick Benefit Association          1907      239 Selkirk Avenue
Beth David Synagogue 1908      3rd Street S.E. (Portage la Prairie)
Kildonan Synagogue 1912 Lillian Avenue
Talmud Torah 1912      Flora & Charles
Tiferes Israel 1913 Manitoba & Powers
Ohel Jacob 1913     685 Selkirk Avenue
Kildonan Synagogue                    1915      Newton Avenue
Shaarey Zion 1917     Aikins Street
Aberdeen Synagogue 1917       Aberdeen Avenue
Ateres Israel 1918      469 Magnus
Jewish Orphanage 1920     Matheson Avenue
Knesset Israel 1920s     46 Charles Street 
Romanian Beth Abraham                1920s      Charles Street
Kildonan Talmud Torah                 1920s
Main Street Talmud Torah               1920s
Andrews Street Talmud Torah            1920s  220 Andrews
Kildonan Tiferes Israel 1920s 
House of Ashkenaze 1922      297 Burrows 
Lubavitcher Synagogue           1922    555 Magnus
Beth Sholem (Fort Rouge Hebrew Congregation) 1922    232 Nassau Street
Merkarever Shul 1920s      413 Boyd Avenue
Tiferes Israel 1930s      428 Manitoba Avenue
Chesed Shel Emes 1933       1025 Main Street
Beth Judah (Butchers Shul) 1937     242 Manitoba Avenue
Sharon Home Chapel 1940      146 Magnus Avenue
Shaarey Zedek 1949       Wellington Crescent & Maryland
Hebrew Conregation of Wpg. Beach 1951 16 Grove Street, Wpg. Beach
Rosh Pina  1952      123 Matheson Avenue
Herzlia Academy/Adas Yeshurun         1955   Brock & Fleet
Talmud Torah-Beth Jacob               1955      427 Matheson Avenue
Bnay Abraham 1958     235 Enniskillen Avenue
Chevra Mishnayes 1965     700 Jefferson Avenue 
Temple Shalom 1966    Grant & Wilton
Beth Israel Congregation               1976     1007 Sinclair Avenue
Chavurat Tefila 1978      McGregor & Hartford 
Shul at Chabad 1980      2095 Sinclair Street
The Chabad Torah Centre               1997     Grant & Beaverbrook
Talmud Torah-Beth Jacob               1998      1525 Main St. (former Hyland Theatre) 
Hebrew Conregation of Wpg. Beach 1998 Camp Massad
Chabad – Lubavitch Jewish Learning Centre 2010    1845 Mathers Avenue
The New Shul 2011      services held at the Caboto Centre

(1055 Wilkes Avenue)

Historical records indicate that there were religious services/congregations in places such as Winkler,
Plum Coulee, Bird’s Hill and Camper. There may have been others as well.

The above list was largely supplied by Stan Carbone, curator of the Jewish Heritage Centre of
Western Canada. It was orginally compiled by the late Harry Gutkin, a former president of the
Jewish Historical Society of Western Canada, in an article he wrote for the Historical Society titled
“Old Roots in New Soil - The Synagogues of Winnipeg”.
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Further to the history of North End synagogues, we were intrigued
at the suggestion that there were, at one time, 14 (or 18, depending
which Minuk brother was offering information), synagogues in the
North End.

Apparently both Minuks were well short of the mark. Following is a
complete list of synagogues that existed in Manitoba at one time or

another. Many of the names are repeated, as they changed locations,
sometimes several times. According to this list, there would have been
34 different synagogues or venues that offered facilities for services
north of the CPR tracks at one time or another, not counting the
Winnipeg Beach synagogue.
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STEWART ELSTON
Powell Property Group
2021 President Manitoba Real Estate Assoc.
2016 President Winnipeg REALTORS® 

204-781-9999
stewart.m.elston@gmail.com
www.stewartelston.com

Winnipeg REALTORS MLS® 
Silver and Bronze Award Winner 

For All Your Real Estate Needs! 
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“Lessons in Fusion”
By Primrose Mayadag Knazan
Published by Great Plains Publishing , 2021
288 pages

Reviewed by  BERNIE BELLAN

In preparing to write this review I searched our archives
to see whether we had ever published anything previ-
ously about Primrose Mayadag Knazan; sad to say, we

hadn’t.
It’s about time we made up for that oversight, as Primrose

had already established herself as a playwright of consider-
able talent, having had her three plays been awarded “Best
of Fest” at the Winnipeg Fringe Festival on each occasion
she premiered a new play at the Fringe. Her plays have also
been produced by the Royal Manitoba Theatre Centre,
Winnipeg Jewish Theatre, and Sarsavati Productions.

With “Lessons in Fusion”, Primrose enters into the world of fiction writ-
ing and, while the book is described as a “Young Adult” novel – not being
a young adult myself, I wondered whether I would be as interested in this
particular book as much as someone who was in their teens.

It turns out that “Lessons in Fusion” would hardly be limited in its appeal
to young readers. As someone who has blended two different cultures in
her own life: Filipino and Jewish, Primrose Mayadag Knazan offers read-
ers who might come from a more traditional background tremendous
insight into identity, how it is forged over time, and the challenges faced by
individuals who, because of the way they look, are stereotyped by others.

The storyline of “Lessons in Fusion” takes place in the pandemic world
in which we all now find ourselves, although the action moves back and
forth in time as we begin to develop a better understanding of the novel’s
protagonist, 16-year-old Sarah Dayan-Abad.

Sarah is a precocious young woman who has developed a keen fascina-
tion for “fusion” cooking – blending ingredients from different cultures to
create dishes that are an amalgam so totally original they lead to her devel-
oping quite a following on a blog she had started when she was 14 years
old, titled “fusiononaplate”.

Here is how she describes her blog, when asked to give some information
about it by the creators of a new online cooking show in which Sarah would
like to participate: “Fusion comfort food, a mash-up of East and West and
everything in between. Easy recipes of our classic cravings with a twist.”

Now, given Sarah’s interest in food, one would ordinarily expect that is
something she might have inherited from her mother, Grace, who is
“Filipinx” (the proper term for someone of Filipino descent, we are told,

rather than
“Filipino”). Grace,
however, has
almost no interest at
all in cooking, espe-
cially Filipino food.
The reasons for that
become clearer as
the story develops.

The reviews that
I’ve read of
“Lessons in
Fusion” to date all
make a big fuss
over how the author
introduces each
chapter in the book
with a recipe.
Apparently Primose
Mayadag Knazan is
quite the food con-
noisseur, writing a
regular column for
the Filipino Journal
about food in
Winnipeg, as well
as maintaining an
Instagram account
devoted to
f o o d , @ p e g o -
naplate.

As the story
unfolds, Sarah is
accepted into a
competition known

as “Cyber Chef”, in which five young people – all under 20,
will compete on a weekly basis until only one is left. By the
way, the chapter in which the competition is explained in
some detail starts with a recipe for Chanukah latkes, so if this
review is just a tad too late to influence your latke recipe, you
might want to consider buying the book for next year. Just
consider some of the ingredients in Sarah’s latke recipe:
“sweet potatoes instead of russets. Instead of traditional sour
cream or applesauce…raita made with yogurt, green apple,
and mint” – I think you get the idea why the book is titled
“Lessons in Fusion”.

Now, I’ll be honest: I barely looked at the recipes in this
book, although they seemed tantalizing enough. Yet, for any-
one who’s really into cooking, I’m sure the recipes in the
book would be reason enough to buy it, as many of them are
traditional Jewish recipes turned into something so imagina-
tively different from what I think most of us have come to

accept that we would have a hard time recognizing them.
But, more than the recipes and the fastidious attention to food details that

the book incorporates, “Lessons in Fusion” is a coming of age story that is
so contemporary in its being set during the pandemic that it offers many
real life lessons which can be useful for all of us.

Sarah, for instance, is a good student, yet she’s been forced into online
learning as a result of the pandemic. Cooking is a diversion for her – as it
had become for so many others once we found ourselves being confined to
our homes during the many lockdowns that characterized the first year of
the pandemic. While she has two good friends, with whom she communi-
cates online (and you have to appreciate how thoroughly the author is
familiar with what is known as “textspeak”), we can still appreciate the
extent to which the pandemic has truncated what should have been some of
the best parts of young people’s lives.

I don’t want to go into any further detail about the cooking show in which
Sarah participates, lest I spoil any surprises for readers.

What I was most interested in reading is how Sarah develops her identi-
ty as a Jewish Filipinx. She and her siblings all attend what is described as
a “Hebrew Immersion program” in a “private school”, where the students
wear uniforms, so I’m assuming it’s based on Gray Academy. Sarah has
had a bat mitzvah and is quite proud of her being Jewish.

Yet, beyond her interest in Jewish food, what seems to drive Sarah’s
Jewish identity more than anything is her closeness to her baba. At the
same time though, the book does describe Sarah’s more tenuous relation-
ship with her Filipinx grandmother, her “lola”, and how cooking also
brings the two of them together eventually.

One aspect of the book that might serve as a wake-up call for some read-
ers is how Sarah is stereotyped because of her appearance and, although
she can understand how she is regarded by almost anyone she meets
(including online) as Filipinx, she herself regards her identity as first and
foremost Jewish.

At one point Sarah is asked whether she considers herself “White or
Filipino”?

She answers: “Jewish” – to which the questioner responds: “That wasn’t
my question.”

So Sarah launches into a more detailed explanation: “But that’s what I
am. My parents are Jewish. (Grace had converted when she married
Sarah’s father.) I was raised Jewish. It’s not just my religion. It’s my cul-
ture. I get all the jokes. I celebrate the holidays. I eat and cook all the food.
I even speak some Yiddish. I had family that died in the Holocaust. Go
back far enough, I had family that were chased out of Russia. It’s in my
blood. I carry it on my shoulders. I. Am . Jewish.”

That exchange goes on, with the questioner insisting on finding out
whether Sarah identifies as “White” or not, and with Sarah not sure how to
answer the question.

As someone who has been writing extensively about identity in this
newspaper, and how much Jewish identity is evolving so rapidly as more
and more individuals who have either converted to Judaism or live with
someone who is Jewish bring with them backgrounds that are not Jewish,
I find it quite fascinating to read a quite authentic description of how con-
fusing it must be for a young person who comes from a blend of ethnic
identities when asked to explain their own identity.

For that reason alone I would recommend “Lessons in Fusion” as a real
eye opener to so many in our community – and well beyond the Jewish
community, in helping to understand how someone might identify strong-
ly as Jewish even when that person’s identity is rooted in a background that
is quite different than something with which many of us are familiar.

As for how well written “Lessons in Fusion” is, as a first-time novelist,
Primrose Mayadag Knazan shows remarkable talent, although given her
success as a playwright to date, it should come as no surprise that she has
made the transition to fiction writing so successfully.

“Lessons in Fusion” speaks to the fluidity of Jewish identity in the contemporary world
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By BERNIE BELLAN

As someone who had
already established a solid
reputation as a successful

playwright, Primrose Madayag
Knazan knew that she was taking
on a challenge of quite a different
sort when a publisher proposed
that she consider writing a book
of fiction aimed at the Young
Adult market.

“Writing plays was easier than
writing a novel,” Primrose told
me during the course of a lengthy
phone interview. 

“But Great Plains (her publish-
er) approached me with the idea
of writing a book. They said I’ve
always been so successful with plays, why don’t I write something – either
non fiction or Young Adult?”

The timing was right for her to begin thinking about writing a book, she
says. It was the fall of 2020, the Covid pandemic had set in, and she actu-
ally had more time to write since she was working from home. Her two
young boys were both in school and, while she was certainly busy enough
– she had begun writing a food blog as well as writing a regular column for
the Filipino Journal about food, Primrose says that she didn’t have any
plays in the works, so the idea of writing a book at that time appealed to her.

Around the same time, the killing of George Floyd in Minneapolis hap-
pened, Primrose notes. “It opened people’s eyes about diversity and repre-
sentation.”

So, the idea of tackling those themes, along with her passion for writing
about food, jelled into the basis of “Lessons in Fusion”.

As I explain in my review of the book, the story centres around 16-year-
old Sarah Dayan-Abad. The fact that Sarah’s name is a blend of Jewish and
Filipino names is no coincidence. And yet, while there are distinct parallels
in Sarah’s life to Primrose’s, Primrose wanted to make clear that Sarah is
largely an imagined character.

Having grown up in Winnipeg herself, Primrose says that, while she was
raised Catholic, she didn’t find the Catholic church appealing.

“I grew up at a time when I didn’t fit in with other Filipino kids,” she says.
For instance, she notes that she “always wanted to be a blonde. I knew a

part of me always wanted to be White.”
At the same time, she says that “ever since I was a kid, I wanted to write

plays, books, poetry.

It was while she was in university here – where she was taking a double
major in psychology and sociology, that she also had her first immersion in
theatre. Primrose says she fell in love with the theatre and, years after she
graduated, she became involved in it again, as an actor, as a producer, and
as a playwright.

Her first plays were written for Winnipeg’s Fringe Festival (the first one
was written in 2000) and each time she entered a new play there (three times
altogether), her plays went on to win “Best of Fest”.

It was also while she was in university that she met the man who would
eventually become her husband, Josh Knazan.

Yet, while Josh came from a firm Ashkenazie Jewish background, he did-
n’t insist that Primrose convert to Judaism before they married.

“It was after he proposed to me that I told him I wanted to convert to
Judaism – not before,” Primrose explains.

Ever since converting – in 2002, under Rabbi Alan Green’s tutelage,
Primrose says that she has become “very comfortable in being a part of the
Jewish community.”

“Judaism is such a beautiful religion that I fell in love with it. With
Catholicism there are no shades of gray. Everything is black and white.
Judaism is so much more nuanced.”

“I’m an outgoing person,” she says. “I’ve been able to be involved in the
synagogue (Shaarey Zedek). I have a lot of new friends.”

And, while Primrose says that she has made sure that her two kids will
grow up in a Jewish milieu - her older son was just recently Bar Mitzvahed,
she says, the notion of “fusing” Filipino and Jewish culture is something
that she is keenly interested in doing.

The story in “Lessons in Fusion” centres around food – and not just
Filipino or Jewish food.

Raising two boys, especially one who was now a teenager, did give
Primrose a certain insight into how young people think – and how they
communicate, especially through texting.

Portions of “Lessons in Fusion” have some of the young characters tex-
ting with each other. “When I showed it to my son, he told me that I had it
all wrong. No one texts in full words,” he said. “I had to learn textspeak
from him.”

Something that
Primrose wanted to
avoid though, in writ-
ing a Young Adult
novel, was “writing
anything dystopian”.
She says that she did-
n’t want to write yet
one more book about
“the end of the
world”.

At the same time
that she wanted to
tackle issues of
“diversity and repre-
sentation” in her
book, Primrose says
that her older son was
an “inspiration” for
her when he told her he “didn’t want to read ‘issue books’ or books about
‘racism’.” 

And, while Primrose and Josh are determined to give their two boys a
solid Jewish upbringing, they both want them to be exposed to Filipino cul-
ture as well, Primrose says.

“They were both in the Hebrew Bilingual program at Brock Corydon” –
the older boy has now graduated and is at Grant Park, but they’re both also
involved in “Filipino dance”.

Unlike the character Sarah in “Lessons in Fusion”, moreover, who does
not have a close relationship with her Filipino relatives - save one aunt,
Primrose and Josh’s boys have close relationships with both their Jewish
and Filipino relatives.

Sarah, however, identifies entirely as Jewish. The idea of creating a char-
acter who, even though she looks Filipino, doesn’t think of herself as
Filipino at all, came to Primrose when she herself wondered what she would
have been like had she been “raised exclusively Jewish”?

As noted, Primrose has a real passion for food – experimenting with it,
writing about it and, as she explained to me, helping to promote local
Filipino restaurants and stores.

“My head is focused on food blogging and promoting Filipino food,” she
says.

“But when the pandemic happened,” so many restaurants had to close
down, including many Filipino ones, she observes. So, her blog and column
in the Filipino Journal became even more important to Primrose. She says
that “in the past two years I’ve taken the food blogging seriously. I’ve
always wanted to feature Manitoba products” as a way of helping local pro-
ducers.

And, while “Lessons in Fusion” is largely a coming of age novel, as Sarah
participates in an extremely demanding competition where she is required
to come up with entirely original recipes for a TV show on a weekly basis,
Primrose observes that “the growth in Sarah’s recipes parallels the growth
in Sarah as a person to the point where she blends her two cultures” – and
feels wholly comfortable in both.

That’s also the story of Primrose Madayag Knazan’s life: Someone who
feels totally comfortable in her own skin as she blends Filipino and Jewish
cultures into a unique amalgam. And, for someone who is as interested in
identity as I am – and how fluid it is, having Primrose as part of the Jewish
community offers one more reason why other members of our community
should feel warm in the knowledge that the Jewish community is a blend of
cultures and one in which people of quite different backgrounds can feel
totally accepted.

Primrose Madayag Knazan brings an interesting perspective to what it means to become Jewish
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Hanukkah menorahs vandalized 
in at least 3 Ukrainian cities

Dec. 2, 2021 (JTA) — Large Hanukkah menorahs on display in three dif-
ferent locales in Ukraine have been vandalized in suspected hate crimes.

The latest incident occurred Tuesday in Kyiv. A menorah that was erect-
ed in the Troieshchyna district in the city’s northeast was knocked down
and its lamps were smashed, Eduard Dolinksy, the director of the
Ukrainian Jewish Committee, wrote on Facebook.

In addition, in the eastern city of Dnipro, police arrested five teenagers
on suspicion that they knocked down a large menorah on Nov. 29, the
Sobitie news site reported.

Then, on Nov. 30, unidentified individuals cut the lighting strips that dec-
orated a large menorah in Nikolayev, a city in southern Ukraine near
Odessa, the Novosti-news site reported.

Ukrainian ultra-nationalists have targeted Hanukkah menorahs in the
past. One of them, identified as Andrey Rachkov, a provocateur with a
criminal record, last year filmed himself toppling a Hanukkah menorah in
downtown Kyiv while shouting, “Jews to the graves.”

He assaulted police officers who came to arrest him, police said, and has
gone into hiding, but still posts rants about Jews on his Facebook page.
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Sports

The 8 greatest Jewish sport miracles of all time
By JACOB GURVIS and EMILY BURACK 

DECEMBER 3, 2021(JTA) — For Jewish sports fans, it can sometimes
feel as if simply having star Jewish athletes to root for is a miracle. 

Yet despite antisemitic stereotypes to the contrary, Jewish athletes have
achieved some pretty incredible accomplishments. 

For the Jewish Sport Report, we decided to spend this Hanukkah — a
holiday that commemorates the miracle of oil lasting far longer than it
should have — celebrating Jewish sport miracles from history.

We picked one for each of the holiday’s eight nights, with the final
moment being an extra special moment from Jewish sports history, one that
has cast a long shadow over the Jewish athletes who have carried the man-
tle since.

Our only criteria? Each Jewish sports moment had to feel miraculous —
think underdogs, defying all odds, incredible feats of athletic skill. 

These eight moments — not ranked in any order — felt right to highlight,
but there are of course so many more that could have potentially made the
cut.

Some honorable mentions include:
In 1945, Hank Greenberg became the first Major League Baseball play-

er to return from service in World War II. He homered in his first game
back.

In 1977, the Maccabi Tel Aviv basketball team defeated the Soviet
Union’s “Red Army” team on its way to winning the FIBA European
Champions Cup — declaring “We are on the map!”

In 2004 and 2016, the whiz-kid baseball executive Theo Epstein led the
Boston Red Sox and Chicago Cubs to historic curse-breaking World Series
championships, ending an 86-year and 108-year title drought.

Without further ado, have a read through our Jewish sports miracles:
One: Sue Bird at the buzzer in 2001
Close your eyes. It’s the Big East Tournament

Championship in March 2001, between two
women’s college basketball powerhouses: the
University of Connecticut Huskies and the Notre
Dame Fighting Irish. With a few seconds left to
play, star Jewish guard Sue Bird grabs the ball
from a free throw rebound and sprints down the
court. She stops inside the paint and shoots a fade-
away that gives the Huskies the win at the buzzer. 

Though the Huskies would go on to lose the
NCAA Championships that year — in a stinging
defeat to eventual winners Notre Dame in the
semifinals — Bird’s buzzer-beater has gone down
in history as one of the best shots of all time.
There’s an entire book about it, titled “Bird at the
Buzzer,” published by sports writer Jeff Goldberg
(not The Atlantic editor) in 2011. Bird would go on to help UConn win the
NCAA title in 2002, become the first pick of the WNBA draft that same
year, and have a storied career — one that includes four WNBA champi-
onships, five Olympic gold medals and so much more. 

Her dominance in women’s basketball has been so consistent that it’s
easy to forget how miraculous she has been. But her buzzer beater in 2001?
Definitely still looks like a miracle.

Two: Diego Schwartzman defeats the
“King of Clay” — on clay — in 2020

On Sept. 19, 2020, Jewish tennis player
Diego Schwartzman achieved the nearly
impossible: He defeated the “King of Clay”
Rafael Nadal on a clay court, in the Italian
Open quarterfinals. 

In their 10th meeting, Schwartzman stunned
Nadal in straight sets after losing his nine pre-
vious matches to the Spanish player who has dominated the surface like no
other tennis player in history. Nadal has won a record 13 French Open
titles, the grand slam played on clay, and 62 of his 88 ATP singles titles on
the surface.

Schwartzman, 29, is immensely popular in his hometown Argentine
Jewish community and is undeniably the world’s best Jewish tennis player
right now.

After the match, Schwartzman called it “my best tennis ever.” And he
was right. It’s a match we won’t forget for a long time.

Three: Linoy Ashram becomes the third Israeli to win gold at the
Olympics, by .15 of a point in 2021

At the postponed Tokyo Olympics, Israeli
gymnast Linoy Ashram made history, by the
narrowest of margins. 

The 22-year-old won gold in the all-around
rhythmic gymnastics competition, breaking
a streak of Russian gold medalists since the
2000 Sydney Olympics. Ashram narrowly

beat out her Russian competitor, scoring just .15 of a point higher than Dina
Averina. The Russian Olympic Committee called the result an “injustice”
and submitted an official inquiry. The International Gymnastics Federation
dismissed any allegations of unfair judging. 

Ashram became the first Israeli woman to ever win a gold medal, and an
instant celebrity in her native country.

“I was especially proud of the fact that I could prove to others that even
though this sport [has been] dominated by Eastern Europeans, I could win
it and I could bring something new to it. And it’s not a given fact Eastern
European athletes [win],” Ashram told JTA.

If .15 of a point isn’t a miracle, what is?

Four: Julian Edelman’s catch in the fourth quarter of Super Bowl LI
in 2017

Julian Edelman was used to having
doubters. The undersized wide receiver
played every snap of his 12-year NFL
career with a chip on his shoulder, con-
stantly proving others wrong. No game
encapsulated that better than Super Bowl
LI, on Feb. 5, 2017.

With his New England Patriots down 28-
20 with 2:28 left in the fourth quarter (they
had been down 28-3), Edelman reeled in
one of the greatest catches in Super Bowl history. 

During what would become the game-tying drive, Edelman fought off
three Atlanta Falcons defenders to make a miraculous catch in the middle
of the field, one that seems more improbable with each replay. Tom Brady’s
pass was swatted in the air by a Falcons cornerback, causing Edelman and
three defenders to collide into a pile on the ground, limbs pointing in all
directions, with each player trying to find the football. Edelman somehow
kept his concentration and got his hands around the ball, weaving through
the arms and legs of his opponents to grip Brady’s 23-yard pass. Even a
last-second bobble wasn’t enough to break Edelman’s focus. 

Edelman finished the game with five receptions for 87 yards, as the
Patriots completed the largest comeback in Super Bowl history, defeating
the Falcons 34-28.

“There’s something we say around here: You gotta believe,” Edelman
said after the game. “And that’s what we kept on saying. You gotta believe;
you gotta believe; you gotta believe.”

Five: Aly Raisman makes an epic Olympic comeback as captain of
the U.S. gymnastics Final Five team

At the 2012 London Olympics, gymnast
Aly Raisman became a Jewish sports legend
when she performed her floor routine to
“Hava Nagila” — and won gold. She became
the first American woman to win a gold
medal in the floor category and also helped
the American team win gold. 

“I take a lot of pride in being able to not
only represent the USA, but also the Jewish
community everywhere,” Raisman said at
the time.

After the Games, most figured her Olympic
career was over — gymnasts rarely compete
on the world’s biggest stage into their 20s.
She was injured and took a break from competing, attending Babson
College for a year in 2013. In October 2014, however, she started training
again.

And her comeback was swift: She was named to the 2016 U.S. Olympic
Women’s gymnastics team, becoming one of only two U.S. women —
alongside Gabby Douglas — to make back-to-back Olympic gymnastics
teams since 2000. 

So why a miracle? There was her age — at 22 in Rio, she was the oldest
member of Team USA. “I’m happy I proved everyone wrong,” Raisman
said at the Games. 

But as we found out a little over a year after the Rio Olympics, Raisman
had also been a victim of sexual abuse by Olympic physician Larry Nassar.
Not only did she have the strength to return to the Olympics — knowing
what she had faced at the last Games — she became one of the strongest
voices speaking out against Nassar in the years following. 

Raisman is a true heroine — one we should celebrate on Hanukkah, and
year-round.

Six: Team Israel finishes sixth in the 2017 World Baseball Classic
Entering the 2017 World Baseball Classic (WBC), Team Israel was

ranked 41st in the world — the ultimate underdog. ESPN called the squad
“the Jamaican bobsled team of the WBC.” The team’s odds to win the tour-
nament were 200-1. Talk about David vs. Goliath.

But the group, made up of mostly American Jewish ballplayers like Sam
Fuld and Ty Kelly, pulled off an

Sue Bird

Diego Schwartzman
(left), Rafael Nadal

Linoy Ashram

Julian Edelman

Aly Raisman

(Continued on opposite page.)



improbable four-game winning
streak in the international tourna-
ment, beating several of the top-
ranked teams in the world.

Team Israel swept the opening
round of the WBC, beating world
No. 3 South Korea, No. 4
Chinese Taipei, and No. 9 the
Netherlands. Israel then beat
Cuba to open the second round,
before losing to the Netherlands
and Japan.

The team’s Cinderella run was
captured in a 2018 documentary,
“Heading Home: The Tale of
Team Israel.” The movie follows the team from the qualifying round in
Brooklyn to the group’s trip to Israel, where they toured historic sites and
dedicated a new baseball field in Beit Shemesh. 

Israel automatically qualified for the 2021 World Baseball Classic —
which was postponed due to COVID-19 — and would go on to compete in
the 2021 Summer Olympics in Tokyo.

For six days in March 2017, Team Israel was on top of the world. (Their
trusty mascot, a lifesize Mensch on the Bench, enjoyed the ride too.)

Seven: Mark Spitz wins seven 
gold medals in the 1972 Olympics

The 1972 Munich Olympics had
the highest of highs and the lowest
of lows for Jewish sports fans. 

In what is now commonly
referred to as the Munich Massacre,
11 Israeli athletes and coaches were
held hostage and killed by
Palestinian terrorists.

But those summer games also saw
one of the most dominant runs of
any Olympic athlete: Jewish swim-
mer Mark Spitz won seven gold
medals, setting a world record in
each competition. He won the 100-
meter freestyle, 200-meter
freestyle, 100-meter butterfly, 200-
meter butterfly, 4×100-meter
freestyle relay, 4×200-meter
freestyle relay, and 4×100-meter
medley relay.

Spitz’s seven gold medals in one
Olympics set a record, which stood
for a fitting 36 years (chai x 2!),
until Michael Phelps’ eight golds in
2008.

After his incredible performance,
Spitz left Munich early as a precau-
tionary measure as a result of the
violence. He then retired following
the 1972 Olympics at the young age
of 22. He finished his career with
nine Olympic gold medals —
enough for his own hanukkiah —
plus five golds at the 1967 Pan
American Games, and 10 at multi-
ple Maccabiah Games.

Eight: Sandy Koufax and the
1965 World Series

In the long and rich history of
Jews and sports, there remains one
player, one moment, one feat, that
eclipses them all. The cherry on top.
The icing on the cake. The shamash
on our Jewish sports hanukkiah:
Sandy Koufax and the 1965 World
Series.

The undeniable greatest in the

Jewish sports pantheon, and one of the
most talented pitchers in baseball his-
tory, Koufax is perhaps best known for
that game he didn’t pitch. After a dom-
inant 1965 season — for which he
would win his second Cy Young
Award — Koufax famously declined
to pitch Game 1 of the World Series
for the Los Angeles Dodgers, because
it fell on Yom Kippur. 

That’s right: the best pitcher on the
planet wouldn’t pitch in a World Series
game because of his Jewish faith. Dayenu.

But the miracles didn’t stop there. Koufax would go on to pitch Game 2,
holding the Minnesota Twins to two runs over six innings, while striking
out nine. 

The oil didn’t run out from there. On just two days of rest, Koufax took
the mound for Game 7, and boy, did he pitch: Koufax hurled a complete
game shutout, giving up just three hits while striking out 10. He was named
World Series MVP.

The best moment of the best Jewish player’s astonishing career. A true
miracle.

Sports
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Mark Spitz

Sandy Koufax

(Continued from page 10.)

Left: Catcher Ryan Lavarnway,
left, and pitcher Josh Zeid cele-
brate after defeating Cuba in
Tokyo, Japan, March 12, 2017. (Matt

Roberts/Getty Images). Right: Blake
Gailen hits an RBI double against
Team Cuba. (Yuki Taguchi/WBCI/MLB
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Community news

Chanukah lighting ceremonies around the city

Joel Lazer. President of the Jewish Federation, at the Jewish
Federation menorah lighting ceremony at the Asper Campus
Wednesday, December 1

Winnipeg Mayor Brian Bowman at the Asper Campus

Rabbi Allan Finkel of Temple Shalom Congregation lights 
the first candle at the Asper Campus December 1

Some of the crowd in attendance at the Asper Campus

Shaftesbury Park Retirement Residence Sunday, November 28

Lynn Pollock watches as  Oscar
Antel lights the first candle

Attendes in the Shaftesbury Park the-
atre watch as Oscar Antel pronounces
the blessings over the candles.

At left, three residents of Shaftesbury Park
who were at the candle lighting
Standing, at left, Ruth Gutkin, to her right,
Laila Dubinsky, and at the bottom, Lynn
Pollock.

Lynn Pollock with Tammy Lazer
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Community news

Simkin Centre Menorah lighting Monday, Nov. 29. Simkin Centre
Foundation Chair Don Aronovitch with Aviva Tabac, Fundraising &
Administrative Officer

Rabbi Yosef Benarroch of Adas Yeshurun-Herzlia Congregation lights
the candles at the Simkin Centre while Aviva Tabac looks on.

Residents of the Simkin Centre watch the candle lighting from each of
their floors at the centre.

Cindy Bass sings Chanukah songs following the candle lighting.

Simkin Centre Monday, November 29

Harry Kreel (foreground left) and Annette Butler (foreground right)
recite the blessings at the Portsmouth, Tuesday, November 30.

Portsmouth Retirement Community Tuesday, November 30

Residents of the Portsmouth join in singing Chanukah songs.

Winnipeg’s newest retirement home, The
Courtyards of Linden Pointe, doesn’t have a
Chanukah menorah yet, but they invited me
to come down with a menorah and explain to
residents what Chanukah is all about. (Note: I
wore a mask the full time until I did the bless-
ings over the candles.)
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OBITUARIES
Obituaries, Memoriams, and Unveilings

$8 per column inch. Extra charge for photo: $15
Please e-mail obituaries to jewishp@mymts.net

BENJAMIN DAVID ITZKOW, 
Doctor of Optometry

February 11th, 1986 – November 15th, 2021
It is with heavy hearts

and overwhelming
sorrow that we announce
the sudden passing of Dr.
Benji Itzkow on
November 15th, 2021.
Although Benji fought a
variety of physical
ailments throughout his
life – he faced each day
with determination; he
was knocked down 100
times, but got up 99.
Since 2013, the love of

his life, Eleni Wener, gave him strength and drive to
realize all of his dreams. The birth of their son,
Carter  Sammy Itzkow, was the pinnacle of these last
years, and gave him more joy than he  ever imagined. 

Benji is survived by his wife, Eleni Wener, and
son, Carter Itzkow, his parents, Cathy Moser and Jeff
Itzkow, brother, Jono and sister, Frannie (Emmett
Brennan), parents-in-law, Lynne Oreck-Wener and
Bob Wener, ever loving grandmothers-in-law,
Evelyn Wener and Zoe Oreck, brothers and sisters-
in-law, Taryn and Tim, Hart and Jocelyn, and his
adoring nephews, Lucas and Cooper. As soon as they
started dating, Eleni’s family embraced Benji as one
of their own, and the love was mutual. 

Benji was predeceased by his loving and
influential babas and zaidas, Ann and Sam  Moser
and Dolly and Bill Itzkow, and precious dog Zoe.
Zaida Sam and Baba Ann taught Benji that it was
possible to live with a chronic illness and still laugh
and enjoy each day to the fullest. Benji loved to
better the lives of the Itzkow, Moser, Wener and
Oreck families, friends, and community. His
generosity extended beyond what was known by his
families at his time of passing. Benji also leaves an
enormous hole in the lives of his aunts, uncles, and
cousins: Meite Moser and Chris Bottrill and Mark
Moser and Sheila Kercheff, who played large roles in
his life. Their children were extended nuclear family
– as he was the eldest cousin, leading his troop of
followers and sometimes rebels – Elliot and Nathan
Moser, Samantha and Gabe Bottrill.  Benji’s Uncle
Martin and Edward Mah and Uncle Butch loved him
dearly and the feeling was reciprocal. Benji enjoyed
adventures with Butch and Mary Pokrant’s children,
Rebecca (Matt) and Jacob (Alex), when they came
into town. 

Benji was a life-long friend; the kind of friend
everyone wanted. He would describe himself as
having a small number of friends but the richest of
relationships. He had the best friends – his boys, who
knew him since elementary school and even before;
his friends from Optometry at the University of
Waterloo; new friends - Benji embraced Eleni’s
girlfriends across the country.  Benji was fun-loving,
compassionate, thoughtful, generous, and selfless.
He made other people’s lives better. Benji and Eleni
shared a life together that was always about helping
others. 

MAE ZIPURSKY (née LENART) 
May 11, 1934 - Nov 29, 2021

Resilient to the end, Mae passed away peacefully,
with grace and dignity on November 29th, supported
by her loving family and outstanding healthcare
team. Mae’s beloved Sidney (Zip), husband of 58
years, predeceased her in 2011. 

Mae was a trailblazer, a woman of many talents &
interests who never stopped learning. She
established her agency, Maylen Sales, in a male
dominated field selling hardware for 35 years. She
also worked in real estate for several years,
completed numerous certifications and courses,
always expanding her knowledge of the world.

Mae’s greatest joy was her family and enjoyed
creating special knitted projects for them. Each was
a labour of love and will be appreciated even more
now.

Mourning her loss are her children Grant and
Marim, Murray and Esther, and Bradley; 11
grandchildren and 4 great grandchildren; the families
of sisters-in-law Sylvia Ratner and Edith Zipursky;
cousins Gail, Amy and David Dorfman and their
extended families. 

The family is grateful for the care, compassion,
and respect received from the healthcare team at
Grace Hospice for the past 6 months. Thank you to
the caring doctors, Homecare staff, and Palliative &
Hospice teams that have aided Mae for the past 17
years.

Should you wish to honour Mae’s memory,
donations can be made to Palliative Manitoba or
Jewish Child and Family Services, Winnipeg.

In memory of 
LIL HOCHMAN-KARASICK

1st Yahrzeit
It is with heavy hearts that we announce the 1st

yahrzeit of our dearest mother Lil, who passed away
peacefully with her family by her side on December
20th, 2020, at the age of 88.  

Lil was predeceased by her mother Minnie, father
Harry, loving husband Oscar (Oz), sister Bernice,
and second husband Ben Karasick.

Lil is mourned by her two loving children, Marla
(Leigh) from California, Todd (Elaine) from
Winnipeg,  her loving grandchildren, Oz and Azan
from California, and Orie and Sharee from
Winnipeg. A private graveside service was held at
the Hebrew Sick Cemetery on December 22, 2020.

Lil was a devoted wife and mother.   She especially
enjoyed knitting, baking, collecting recipes, and
entertaining family and friends.  She was always
helping others with needs greater than hers.

Our mother was a special person and is deeply
missed by us all.

Our hearts are forever filled with loving memories
of her.

Benji was also someone who made great things
happen. He had big plans, and he wasn’t just a
dreamer with his head in the clouds, but a doer. After
graduating as a Doctor of Optometry from the
University of Waterloo in 2011, Benji honed his
skills before starting his own business, Eyes in the
Village, in 2015. Benji was equally great as an eye
doctor and a business owner. Benji had a gentle way
of speaking and a kind smile. He was the kind of eye
doctor everyone wishes they had. Benji was
incredibly talented and thrived on helping people see
the world clearer.

Benji loved gadgets. He loved making and
creating. He spent his free time woodworking,
tinkering on the 3D printer, fishing, going to music
concerts, cooking, and baking. But his most
treasured roles were as a dad and a husband. His
respect, support, and love for Eleni was boundless.
In such a short time Benji taught Carter many things,
like how to use tools, and to take time to stare and
watch trains. They had a bond of true love that only
a father and son can share.  Benji was a dependable,
generous, kind-hearted young man, beloved by all
who were fortunate to meet him. People were drawn
to Benji. He was such a determined fighter and
nothing could keep him down. This is the gift he has
given us and continues to give us – to be better – and
to remember him and honour him by being better, by
fighting harder, by trying more.
He will be sadly missed by his family and wonderful
friends. 

The family would like to thank Benji’s medical
support team – Dr. Charles Bernstein, Dr. Michael
Coodin, Dr. Michael Hochman, Dr. Marcus Ng, Dr.
Harvey Chochinov, Dr. Laura Chisick, Dr. Marli
Leibl and Dr. Noam Katz. They were available 24/7
for consultation and care. Thank you to our countless
friends and family that have dropped everything
during each emergency. Thank you to the first
responders at Fire Station #3. Finally, we are
eternally grateful to Benji’s wonderful staff that
became family at Eyes in the Village. The EITVO
team made every day easy for Benji to get up and go
to work with a smile on his face every day. 

Services were held at Shaarey Zedek Cemetery on
November 18th, 2021. Pallbearers were Jono Itzkow,
Gabe Bottrill, Hart Wener, Matthew Frankel, Jordan
Fogel, and Marshall Weinstein. 

Donations in Benji’s memory may be made to The
Benji Itzkow and Eleni Wener Family fund at the
Jewish Foundation of Manitoba,
www.jewishfoundation.org 204- 477-7520 or to the
HSC Foundation Advancing Epilepsy Care Fund
with a reference to: In Memory of Dr. Benji Itzkow,
https://www.hscfoundation.mb.ca/ 204-515-5612. 
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In Memoriam

In loving memory of

MICKEY DINER
who passed away

December 25, 1979
6 days in Tevet

— Always remembered and
sadly missed by your family.

21st Yahrzeit
In Memoriam

In loving memory of

SOL GERB
who passed away
January 4, 2001

9 days in Tevet, 5761
— Ever remembered and sadly
missed by his family and
friends.
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In Memoriam
2nd Yahrzeit

In loving memory of

WALTER
BLOCH

who passed away
January 2nd, 2020

5 days in Tevet, 5780
—Forever loved and sadly
missed by your wife Susana,
children Daniela and Eric,
Anthony and Alyssa,
grandchildren Maxine, Sarah,
Rebecca and Megan.

24th Yahrzeit

In loving memory of

BEATRICE
DVEER

January 4, 1998

6 Days in Tevet

You are always in
our thoughts and

in our hearts
With love - always

Your children, grandchildren
and great-grandchildren.

In Memoriam

Ever remembered and sadly missed by your children,
grandchildren, great-grandchildren, family and friends.

MOISHE-LAIZER
KAHAN

who passed away
December 12, 1991

5 Days in Tevet 5752

In loving memory of

SHEINDEL
KAHAN

who passed away
January 4, 2009

9 Days in Tevet 5769

In Memoriam
11th Yahrzeit

In loving memory of

RUTH KATZ
who passed away

December 16, 2010
10 Days in Tevet

— Always remembered and
sadly missed by your son
Murray, daughter-in-law
Cheryl and granddaughter
Farah.

In Memoriam
29th Yahrzeit

In loving memory of

AARON
SIMCHA KAYE

who passed away
December 29, 1992

5 Days in Tevet
— Ever remembered and sadly
missed by his wife, children,
grandchildren and family.

In loving memory of

SAM
KOZLOWICH

who passed away
December 27, 1998

8 Days in Tevet
— Forever in our hearts and
sadly missed by his  children
and family.

23rd Yahrzeit
In Memoriam

In Memoriam
2nd Yahrzeit

In loving memory of our dear
mother and grandmother

MOLLY
LACHTER
who passed away

Dec. 12, 2019
15 Days in Kislev

You are always loved, always
missed, every passing day.
Though time goes by, precious
memories always stay.
—Forever remembered and
sadly missed by your children,
grandchildren, family and
friends.

In Memoriam
Fifth Yahrzeit

In cherished memory of
my dear wife,

our mother and grandmother

SARAH
OFFMAN
who passed away
January 7, 2017
9 days in Tevet

You continue to inspire us daily.
You are in our minds
And in our hearts,
And so very deeply misssed.
— Lovingly, Jack, Elliot and
Helen, Steven and Lindsey,
Raymond and Laura,
grandchildren, family and
friends.

11th Yahrzeit
In Memoriam

In loving memory of

SYD PALAY
who passed away

December 18, 2010
11 days in Tevet

— Ever remembered and sadly
missed by his wife, children,
grandchildren, great-
grandchildren, family and
friends.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

LOUIS
RABINOVITCH

who passed away
January 7, 1971

10 Days in Tevet, 5731
—Ever remembered by his
children, grandchildren and
great-grandchildren.

In Memoriam
4th Yahrzeit

In loving memory of

EARL SHIBOU
who passed away

December 24, 2017
7 days in Tevet, 5758

 We struggle to accept the void
you have left with all of us.  
—Forever missing your
wonderful meshuganeh
presence.
Carla, your children and
grandchildren.

In Memoriam
In loving memory of

MAX
SILVERMAN

who passed away
December 10, 1979

20 days in Kislev
– Forever loved and deeply
missed by his children,
grandchildren and family.

MEMORIAMS
CONTINUED ON

NEXT PAGE

In loving memory of

BESS SMORDIN
who passed away
January 6, 2006

6 Days in Tevet 5766
— Always in our hearts and
forever missed by her daughter
and granddaughters, family
and friends.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

JOSEPH
STANDIL
who passed away

December 29, 1976
8 days in Tevet

— Always remembered by his
sons, grandchildren, and
family.

In Memoriam
45th Yahrzeit

24th Yahrzeit
In Memoriam

In loving memory of

JOSEPH
TABACK

who passed away
January 4, 1998

7 days in Tevet, 5758
Always remembered

Always missed
Forever in our hearts

We love you!!
— Your loving children
Shayne, Kathy & grand-
children Abigail Edythe and
Elliot Joseph, Michelle &
Barton.

In loving memory of our dear
mother and grandmother

FANNY
UNRODE
who passed away

December 31, 1992
7 Days in Tevet

With tears in our eyes and pain
in our hearts we light the
twenty-ninth candle in your
beautiful memory.
— Ever remembered by your
daughter Diane, and
grandchildren Rachel and
Lauren.

In Memoriam
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In Memoriam

In loving memory of

SONIA BROWN
who passed away
January 11, 1979
12 Days in Tevet

— Sadly missed and will
always be remembered by your
children and grandchildren.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

CHARLES
DERBITSKY

who passed away
January 10, 2004
16 days in Tevet

— Lovingly remembered by his
children Royle, Harold and
Shaaron, and grandchildren.In Memoriam

In loving memory of

SOPHIE
ELFENBEIN

who passed away
January 12, 2006
12 Days in Tevet

— Always remembered and
sadly missed by her
children, grandchildren,
great-grandchildren, family
and friends.

16th Yahrzeit

In Memoriam

In loving memory of
MAIER (MORRIS)

HENOCH
who passed away

December 25, 2018
17 Tevet, 5780

Your strength to survive, love
of life and devotion to family
lives on in all of us. May your
memory always be a guiding
light and a blessing.
– Ever remembered and sadly
missed by his children,
grandchildren, great grand-
children, and family.

3rd Yahrzeit
In Memoriam

In loving memory of

MORRIS
ISENBERG

who passed away
December 25, 2004
13th Day of Tevet

Dad, you are forever on our
minds
Always in our hearts
And very deeply missed
— Love your children and
grandchildren.

17th Yahrzeit

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

ZELMA GERI
KIMELMAN

who passed away 
December 19, 2019

Always in our minds,
Forever in our hearts.
- Your loving children and
grandchildren.

In Memoriam
26th Yahrzeit

In loving memory of

FRED KITTNER
who passed away
January 4th, 1996
12 Days in Tevet

Our lives go on without you
and nothing is the same,
we have to hide our heartache
when someone speaks your name.
The special years will not return
when we were all together,
but the love we hold for you within
our hearts, will be with us forever.
— Lovingly remembered and
sadly missed by your loving
wife Sylvia and sons Brad and
Mark, and sister-in-law
Charlotte.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

BORIS
MARGOLIS

who passed away
December 13, 1994,

10 Days in Tevet
—Forever in our hearts and
sadly missed by his sisters,
brother, nieces, nephews,
relatives and friends. 

In Memoriam

JOSEPH
ROMAN

who passed away
January 25, 2008
18 Days in Shevat

In loving memory of

— Forever loved and sadly missed by their children, grandchildren
and great-grandchildren.

ESTHER
ROMAN

who passed away
January 8, 2012
13 days in Tevet

14th Yahrzeit 10th Yahrzeit

1st Yarzheit
In Memoriam

In loving memory of

SHEILA
STREIFLER

—Lovingly remembered and
sadly missed by her family.

In Memoriam
In loving memory of

CLEM BASS
who passed away

December 16, 1980
7 Days in Tevet, 5741

— He is dearly remembered
and sadly missed by his wife,
children, and grandchildren.

In Memoriam
2nd Yahrzeit

In loving memory of

LARRY
TABACHNICK

who passed away
January 13, 2020
16 Days in Tevet

— Ever remembered and
sadly missed by his family.

In loving memory of

RUTH (Kosasky)
WALSH

who passed away on
January 1, 1963
6 Days in Tevet

To live in the hearts of  those we
leave behind is not to die.
— Ever remembered for her
warmth and loving kindness
by her family and friends.

In Memoriam

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

ERNIE WALTER
who passed away

December 20, 2013
17 days in Tevet, 5774

— Heartfelt remembrance by
Yaron, Micah, Family and
Friends.

In loving memory of

ANNE
WEINSTEIN

who passed away
December 29, 2004

17 Days in Tevet
— Ever remembered and
loved by her children,
grandchildren, great-
grandchildren and friends.

In Memoriam

In Memoriam
In loving memory of

ALLAN
ZELICKSON

who passed away
December 20, 2014

MARIAN
ZELICKSON

who passed away
December 17, 2013

— Missed by your children and grandchildren.

— Lovingly remembered and
sadly missed by Lois, Barb,
Lorne, Willow, Danielle and
Justin.

In loving memory of

RITA COSMAN
who passed away

December 13, 2006

In Memoriam
15th Yahrzeit

MEMORIAMS
WEEK OF

DECEMBER 15

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

DR. MORRIS
ERENBERG

who passed away
December 21, 2010

14 days in the month of Tevet
— Fondly remembered and
sadly missed by his family and
friends.
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In Memoriam
18th Yahrzeit

— Forever loved and sadly missed by their children, grandchildren,
great-grandchildren and sisters.

MAX
BERINSTEIN

who passed away
February 27, 2004

5 Days in Adar

EVELYN
BERINSTEIN

who passed away
January 9, 2004
15 Days in Tevet

In loving memory of

In Memoriam

In loving memory of our
beloved husband, father

and brother

IRVIN
GOLDMAN

who passed away
December 29, 1993

15 Days in Tevet
— Always remembered and
sadly missed by his wife,
children and brother.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

BENJAMIN
HUBAR

who passed away
Dec. 23, 2018

15 Days in Tevet
— Ever remembered and sadly
missed by his children,
grandson, and family

In Memoriam
33rd Yahrzeit

In loving memory of

IDA LINDER
LEONOFF
who passed away

December 20, 1988
12th Day of Tevet

— Ever remembered and sadly
missed by Sheila and Elvin,
grandchildren and great-
grandchildren.

11th Yahrzeit
In Memoriam

In loving memory of

SYD PALAY
who passed away

December 18, 2010
11 days in Tevet

— Ever remembered and sadly
missed by his children,
grandchildren, great-
grandchildren, family and
friends.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

MIRIAM
POLLOCK
who passed away
January 15, 2017
17 Days in Tevet

—Sadly missed by her
husband, children,  family,
and friends.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

ERIC SWIRSKY
who passed away

December 15, 2013
13 days in Tevet

— Always remembered and
sadly missed by his children,
grandchildren, great-grand-
children, family and friends.

In Memoriam
EleventhYahrzeit

ZELMA
ZITZERMAN

14 Tevet 5772-January 19, 2011
Always fondly remembered by
her two children David and
Mira (born and successfully
raised in Winnipeg) and her
five Toronto  grandchildren
Erin and Leah Bedder, Daniel,
Matthew and Hannah
Zitzerman.
— Your ever loving David and
Mira.

An Israeli documentary chronicles a
real-life relationship between an

Auschwitz prisoner and an SS officer
By ANDREW LAPIN

Dec. 3, 2021 (JTA) —
“Nazisploitation,” a pop-
culture subgenre that draws
on imagery and stories from
the Holocaust for winkingly
perverse entertainment, is
built around the idea that
there are bad-taste ways to
interpret an incomparable
tragedy that can neverthe-
less prove enlightening. 

The form reached its apex
— or, depending on your vantage, its nadir — with films about forbidden
love affairs between Nazis and Jews, or Nazis and other survivors of their
brutality. In one notable, and polarizing example, the 1974 erotic Italian
drama “The Night Porter,” a concentration camp survivor tracks down her
former guard to rekindle their sadomasochistic relationship. In another, the
2006 Dutch spy thriller “Black Book,” a Jewish member of the Dutch
Resistance begins a relationship with an SS officer as part of her cover, but
comes to develop genuine feelings for him.

Both of those movies are fictional (or heavily fictionalized) interpreta-
tions of such a love affair, using made-up stories to pose questions about
power dynamics and internalized guilt.

History gives us an actual example of what this kind of relationship actu-
ally looked like: the story of Helena Citron, who was a Jewish prisoner of
Auschwitz in her teens, and Franz Wunsch, the Austrian SS officer who
simply decided, while guarding her at the death camp and hearing her sing
old German love songs, that she was the love of his life.

Now, this story is being retold in the Israeli documentary “Love It Was
Not,” which begins streaming in the United States today after being nom-
inated for an Ophir Award for Best Documentary in Israel last year. And as
its title indicates, the actual dynamics at play in this affair were not easy to
define.

Most importantly, from the Jewish perspective, is the fact that this was
not a mutual love affair. In the camp, Wunsch held all the cards; he could
decide whether Citron and her family would live or die. The film depicts
his infatuation as something like a coping mechanism for the barbaric acts
he was committing against every other Jew at the camp — Wunsch seem-
ingly displaced his humanity toward his fellow man by redirecting it
toward Citron alone. 

Citron, in turn, did what anyone in her situation would do, and used every
leverage she could to ensure her own survival, reciprocating affection in
order to convince Wunsch to give her placement in an easier labor barrack,
and to allow her to nurse herself back to health when she came down with
typhus. Much of the attention placed on the story in the intervening
decades has focused on the question of how much Citron actually enjoyed
playing this role, and whether there was any part of her that reciprocated
Wunsch’s affections.

In the film, we see an infamous photo of her in Auschwitz, wearing her
striped uniform as she smiles brightly for the camera in a way few Jewish
prisoners of the camp had reason to. We also see testimony she gave on
Wunsch’s behalf decades later, when he was being prosecuted by the
Austrian government for his role in the Holocaust.

Director Maya Sarfaty reconstructs Citron and Wunsch’s story primarily
via archival interviews — her two subjects and various other witnesses
(including fellow survivors from the camp) have previously told their sto-
ries on Israeli television and, in Wunsch’s case, a home-video recording
prior to his death. There are occasional fresh interviews, such as that of
Wunsch’s daughter, who found it odd her father carried a torch for his
Jewish prisoner all his life.

Safarty’s chief storytelling innovation borrows from one of Wunsch’s
quirks — he would cut out the photo of Citron’s smiling face from
Auschwitz and paste it in a variety of more pleasant settings to imagine the
two of them living a happy life together. So the filmmaker also creates dio-
ramas out of Citron’s photo as a way of retelling her story — though this
also has the (perhaps intended) effect of making her horrific experience
seem almost childish.

Many of the decisions Citron makes in the camp reverberate into new
worlds of tragedy, some things her surviving friends and family cannot for-
give her for: chief among them, her leaning on Wunsch to save a sister
bound for the gas chambers, while leaving her two young children to die.
The film’s title refers to the name of one of the songs Citron would sing to
Wunsch in the camp, a sign that perhaps there was little emotion under-
girding this relation. Despite the tabloid-y nature of the film’s subject,
Safarty’s approach is far from exploitative. 

“Love It Was Not” is available for video-on-demand rental starting Dec.
3.



By MYRON LOVE

Ten years ago or so, Cameron Poitras was at
loose ends.  He had just dropped out of uni-
versity and, as with many young people

entering their 20s, wasn’t sure what he wanted to
do with the rest of his life.

“I had heard some radio ads for the Academy of
Broadcasting” (which used to be located in the
vicinity of Polo Park), he recalls.  “I had always
been an avid radio listener.  I thought a radio
career might be something I would enjoy.”

So he enrolled in the program in 2010 – and has
never looked back.

Poitras’ road to CJOB however was somewhat
long and winding.  His practicum and first on-air
posting was at CKDM in Dauphin, where he read
the news and covered local sports news.  After
just seven months in Dauphin, he headed west to
Alberta to a community called Drayton Valley
and a station which goes by the name of “Big
West Country”.

“There were three of us on staff,” he recounts.
“I had my own show and did the play by play for
the local hockey team.”

After nine months in Drayton, it was on to
Merritt, B.C. (one of the communities which have
recently suffered catastrophic flooding).

“It was in Merritt where I really learned the
radio business,” he says.  “I was putting in 75-80
hours a week.  I learned how to dig up stories and also how to recognize
when people are trying to scam you.  The work was demanding but I loved
it.”

The next rung on the ladder to success came from radio station CHQR in
Calgary – CJOB’s sister station.  “I had been in Merritt for just over a year
when CHQR called and offered me a position as evening news anchor,” he
recalls.  “That was my big break.”

Four years ago, he decided to move back to Winnipeg.  “I was feeling
homesick,” he explains.

After leaving Calgary, he notes, he took some time off to spend a month
travelling around Europe.  “I thought that I would come back home, work

for a while and resume travelling,” he says.
But that was not to be. 
Shortly after being hired to produce and read the

evening news at CJOB, he met Skye Kneller.  “Skye
had also just started at CJOB as a producer,” he
recounts.  “And she was a graduate of Herzing
Academy which had absorbed the Academy of
Broadcasting.  We had had some of the same teach-
ers.

“We hit it off right away.”

Cameron and Skye married last summer, about a
year after he completed his conversion to Judaism.
The couple both are on the board of the Chevra
Mishnayes Synagogue, to which the Kneller Family
has strong and deeply-rooted ties. (Skye’s father,
Marshall, served as president of the congregation for
many years before his untimely passing early last
year.)

Meanwhile, back at CJOB, among Poitras’ respon-
sibilities have been producing content at the station
for Geoff Currier and Hal Anderson, news broad-
casts and Bomber games.  Last year, the station also
acquired the rights to  Jets broadcasts.

(Skye, he notes, is the producer for Richard
Cloutier’s Afternoon program as well as the Jets and
Bombers games.

“The station decided to launch a daily, one hour
Jets report at noon,” says Poitras – and the diehard

sports fan was delighted to be tapped to host the show,  also to read the
sports news at 25 past the hour.

Poitras channels the late, great sportscaster Howard Cosell (who famous-
ly always promised to “tell it like it is”) in promising to provide honest
reporting and in-depth analysis.  The emphasis, though, he adds, is to pro-
vide entertainment and have some fun.  I want to make this the kind of
show that I would want to listen to.”

He further reports that sports radio veteran Jim Toth has recently been
added to the broadcast.   With his 25 years in the business, Jim has been a
great addition to the broadcast,” Poitras comments.   “He makes our show
so much better.  We have formed a good partnership.  It feels right.”

Poitras speaks of the importance of listener involvement with the pro-
gram.  “Almost everybody has a smart phone which makes it easy to inter-
act with us on air and be heard,” he observes. “I believe that radio will
always have a place but we have to continually adapt to the times.”

And Cameron Poitras is exactly where he wants to be – as an integral part
of one of our city’s dominant radio stations and in the thick of the sports
world.

He and Skye would still like to travel – including visiting Israel some
time – but for the young couple, for the immediate future, their career focus
is paramount. 

CJOB sports guy Cameron Poitras living the dream
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Tel Aviv is the world’s most expensive 
city to live in, study finds

Dec. 1, 2021 (JTA) — Tel Aviv is now the world’s most expensive city
to live in — and the reason why is tied in part to Israel’s successful
COVID-19 vaccine rollout.

The Israeli city rose from No. 5 to No. 1 in the annual Worldwide Cost
of Living index compiled by the Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU), the
research arm of The Economist Group. The London-based media compa-
ny also publishes The Economist magazine.

The 2021 report explains that Israel’s world-leading pace in vaccinating
its population helped the shekel reach a “soaring” value against the U.S.
dollar, leading to steep local inflation rates in dollar terms. By Jan. 1, 2021,
Israel had vaccinated over 10% of its population, earning international
praise and attention.

The price of about one out of every 10 everyday goods found in Tel Aviv,
especially grocery items, “increased significantly,” the report said. The city
is also the second-most expensive place in the world to purchase alcohol
and public transportation, the report added. The increased prices of house-
hold goods, cars and fuel are noted too.

Tel Aviv’s real estate property prices also rose in 2021, but the EIU index
does not factor those into its research.

After Tel Aviv, the EIU ranking lists Paris, Singapore, Zurich and Hong
Kong as the other most expensive cities in the top five.

The now married couple at CJOB:
SKYE KNELLER and
CAMERON POITRAS
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Conservationists and campers partner to protect Town Island

New agreement brings campaign one step closer to protecting important habitats in Lake of the Woods

Kenora, ON (December 3,
2021) –  The Nature Conservancy
of Canada (NCC) and BB Camp
today announced a conservation
partnership agreement that will
support the protection of Town
Island’s habitats and campers’ tra-
ditions long into the future. The
two organizations will become neighbours on Town Island once the not-
for-profit land conservation organization meets its fundraising target to
purchase 82 hectares there next summer. 

The two groups have agreed to an ongoing partnership that, once the
property is conserved, will provide for educa-
tion, stewardship, and access related to the 82
hectares. The non-exclusive agreement also
maintains the public’s access and enjoyment of
the property. NCC looks forward to growing
relationships with other youth camps and vari-
ous interest groups around the lake to learn
about the needs of the island’s biodiversity.

“We recognize that Town Island is an impor-
tant part of the Lake of the Woods community
and we want to help conserve it for the benefit
of nature and people alike, because when
nature thrives, people thrive," said Mike
Hendren, NCC’s regional vice president for
Ontario. “The Nature Conservancy of Canada
is excited to learn from BB Camp’s experience
and knowledge of the island as we work
together to conserve this jewel in Lake of the
Woods for future generations.”

“BB Camp is grateful to be partnering with an organization that shares so
many of our goals and values.  We look forward to a long partnership with
the NCC as we work to protect this invaluable property together”, said
Leah Leibl, BB Camp’s Board Co-Chair. “We are overwhelmed by the gen-
erosity of The Asper Foundation, and our local neighbours on the lake.
Thanks to their support, we will be able to continue to steward the island
for generations to come”, said Anita Wortzman, BB Camp’s Co-Chair of
Fundraising for Town Island.”

The fundraising campaign to purchase and care for the Town Island prop-
erty is ongoing and has already reached a significant portion of its $2.85
million fundraising goal thanks to the commitments of the Lake of the
Woods community, including many generous cottagers, campers and
Kenora residents. This includes a very generous lead gift of $750,000 from
The Asper Foundation, which recognizes the importance of the island to the
BB Camp community. 

“We are grateful to the NCC and BB Camp for their efforts to preserve
Town Island’s natural habitat in perpetuity and are pleased to be able to
support their fundraising campaign.  The Asper Foundation and the Asper
family have been long time supporters of these organizations.  We encour-
age everyone to join the campaign and ensure Town Island remains a pris-
tine wilderness that is available for people, especially young people seek-
ing encounters with nature,” said Gail Asper, O.C., O.M., LL.D., President,
The Asper Foundation.

The groups are working hard to meet their fundraising deadline of August
2022. Contributions to the campaign are welcome and those interested in
making a gift are encouraged to contact NCC or BB Camp.

Some facts about Town Island
• There are currently two landowners on Town

Island: the City of Kenora and BB Camp. NCC
is currently fundraising to buy the City of
Kenora’s 82 hectares. People who want to sup-
port NCC’s purchase can learn more about the
project at natureconservancy.ca/townisland or
bbcamp.ca/townisland. 

• Town Island was identified as a priority in
NCC’s conservation plans because of its intact
forest, undeveloped shoreline and large size.
Given the increasing development pressures in

this section of the lake, keeping this property in a
natural state for the species that depend on it is
critically important. 

• NCC has been working to conserve land in the
Rainy Lake to Lake of the Woods Natural Area
since 1997, and currently protects just over 321
hectares here. Less than 10 per cent of this vast
natural area is currently under conservation pro-
tection.

The Nature Conservancy of Canada (NCC) is
the nation’s leading not-for-profit, private land
conservation organization, working to protect our
most important natural areas and the species they
sustain. Since 1962, NCC and its partners have
helped to protect 14 million hectares, coast to
coast to coast. To learn more, visit natureconser-
vancy.ca.

BB Camp is an inclusive sleep away Jewish
summer camp that has called Town Island home since 1954. At Camp,
youth learn and grow through wilderness based experiences where they
gain lasting friendships, resilience, independence, and a responsibility to
care for the planet.

Town Island (with BB Camp circled)

Palestinian car ramming attack injures Israeli border
guard and puts border crossings on high alert

Dec. 6, 2021 JTA) — A Palestinian teenager rammed a car into an Israeli
border police officer at a checkpoint early Monday morning, seriously
wounding the officer. Officers at the checkpoint opened fire on the driver,
who was later pronounced dead at a hospital.

According to The Times of Israel, Palestinian media identified the
assailant as Muhammad Nidal Younis, a 16-year-old from the Palestinian
city of Nablus in the West Bank. Younis drove the car into another car at
the Te’enim checkpoint around 1:20 am and hit a 34-year-old guard. He
was then shot by other Israeli officers stationed at the crossing.

The car ramming came just one day after a stabbing attack in the Old City
Saturday and just over two weeks after a Hamas gunman killed an Israeli
man in the Old City of Jerusalem Nov. 21. In all three cases, the assailants
were killed by Israeli officers.

Israeli Defense Minister Benny Gantz ordered checkpoints between
Israel and the West Bank to operate on high alert in the wake of the attacks.

“The defense minister ordered a comprehensive investigation, that the
lessons be learned and level of alertness and readiness be raised in all
crossings in the area of Judea and Samaria,” Gantz’s office said, according
to The Times of Israel.
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Looking back

Remembering when Rabbi Matthew Leibl entertained 
a Rady JCC audience with “Oy to the World!”

By BERNIE BELLAN
Introduction: This article first appeared in the Dec. 23, 2019

issue of The Jewish Post & News. Since being posted to our
website almost two years ago, it's become one of our most
widely read articles - and the Youtube video of Rabbi Matthew
singing Xmas songs written by Jewish composers has been
viewed hundreds of times.If you want to watch the video, you
can see it at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bWyZ1djqxaI

Rabbi Matthew Leibl is not your usual rabbi – but he sure
can command a room.

With all his considerable talents – as a clever and always
witty speaker, as a terrific keyboardist and pleasant singer, and
with a range of interests from that go anywhere from Jewish
scholarship to sports, Rabbi Matthew can both entertain – and
educate, often simultaneously.

It came as no surprise, therefore, that on Tuesday, December
10, the adult lounge of the Asper Campus was packed – entirely with older
adults mind you, who were there to hear Rabbi Matthew give a presenta-
tion that was titled “Oy to the World: The Jewish Contribution to
Christmas”. (The name of the event itself was a pretty good clue that this
was not going to be your typical “drash”.)

It turns out that Rabbi Matthew did do his research for what was to fol-
low. He unveiled a seamless narrative, mixing well-known Christmas
songs with stories about their composers, combining everything into a nar-
rative that demonstrated how so many Jews have influenced our modern
attitudes to Christmas.

Of course, nothing that Rabbi Matthew does is predictable, so when he
greeted the audience with the first few lines of “It’s beginning to look a lot
like Christmas”, I would dare say that most of us there were expecting him
to reveal that well-known song was written by a Jews.

Aha – gotcha! It was written by Meredith Wilson – most famous
undoubtedly for having written “The Music Man” – or, as Rabbi Matthew
announced to the audience: “not a Jew”.

The tone was set, therefore, for what would turn out to be an evening of
surprises, in which Rabbi Matthew would sing a well-known Christmas
song, and then follow the song with what was almost always an unexpect-
ed story, either about how the song was written, or about how it came to be
universally popular (often when the composer himself thought it would be
a flop).

But first, Rabbi Matthew told another funny story about how, as a child,
he misinterpreted the name of a well-known Christmas carol: “Hark, the
Herald Angels Sing”. To his mind, Rabbi Matthew said, he thought it was
a song about his “Zaida Harold” (the late Harold Pollock) – “Hark, the
‘Harold” Angels Sing”. 

At that point, Rabbi Matthew launched into playing – and singing, words
to a song that just didn’t seem familiar. Here’s what he sang:

The sun is shining, the grass is green
The orange and palm trees sway
There’s never been such a day
In Beverly Hills, L.A
But it’s December the twenty-fourth
And I am longing to be up North
Can you guess that those are the words in the introduction to “I’m

Dreaming of a White Christmas”? As Rabbi Matthew explained it, howev-
er, we never actually hear the introduction to the song on any of its many
recordings – and the image that introduction evokes is hardly one of a
“white Christmas”. In fact, time and time again, as we were to learn, songs
that have come to conjure up images of snow-lined streets, fireplaces blaz-
ing, and other such stereotypical Christmas images, were actually com-
posed in Los Angeles – often during heat waves when various composers
were all trying to cool themselves off by imagining cold winter scenes!

In any event, “White Christmas” was composed by Irving Berlin – born
Israel Isidore Beilin in 1888 in Russia. A prodigy at an early age, Berlin’s
first big hit was “Alexander’s Ragtime Band”. Berlin is considered one of
the greatest American songwriters of all time. With so many hits to his
name, it’s hard to realize they were all written by the same person. For
instance, Berlin also wrote “God Bless America” (in 1938), which was a
way for him to show his appreciation for the country that had taken in his
family.

“White Christmas”, as Rabbi Matthew told the audience, was originally
written in 1940 for the movie, “Holiday Inn”, which wasn’t released until
1942. (The introduction was scrapped when it was sung in the movie.) 

The song, however, sung by Bing Crosby, was first played on the radio
on Christmas day, 1941. It became an immediate sensation – and the Bing
Crosby version went on to sell over 50 million copies, making it the best-
selling Christmas single of all time. (Altogether, various different record-
ings of the song have sold over 100 million copies.)

Not only is “White Christmas” a song that tugged at the heartstrings at a
time when America had just been plunged into what would become the sec-

ond most costly war (in terms of
lives lost) after the American Civil
War, as Rabbi Matthew explained, it
also set two other precedents: It was
the first commercial success for a
Christmas song and it was the first-
ever secular Christmas song.

The song also set the pattern for
future composers to follow, in terms
of its beat which, as Rabbi Matthew
noted, was “A,A,B,A”. “The time
repeats, but the words change,”
Rabbi Matthew explained.

Having begun with what is
undoubtedly the most successful
Christmas song of all time, Rabbi
Matthew then took a step back in

time to play another song that wasn’t really a Christmas song in the sense
that it doesn’t mention the name “Christmas” at all, but nonetheless has
come to be associated with the Christmas season: “Walking in a Winter
Wonderland”, music by Felix Bernard, and written in 1934.

“The words to the song are terrible,” Rabbi Matthew suggested. He gave
as an example these lines: 

“He’ll say ‘are you married?’, we’ll say ‘no, man’‘
But you can do the job when you’re in town’ “
Moving back to the 1940s again – which turned out to be a most produc-

tive decade when it came to composing great Christmas songs, Rabbi
Matthew sang “I’ll be home for Christmas”, released in 1943, music by
Walter Kent (a.k.a. Walter Kaufman). The song was also first recorded by
Bing Crosby.

As with “White Christmas”, this song captured the mood of America,
with its famous final line “I’ll be home, if only in my dreams.” At the time,
while America was fully at war with Japan in the Pacific, hundreds of thou-
sands of American soldiers were also in England preparing for what would
turn out to be D-day the next year.

As it was, there was also quite a bit of controversy attached to “I’ll be
home for Christmas”, as another composer, by the name of “Buck Ram”
(whose name I can’t help but think would be great for a male porn star),
claimed he had met Walter Kent and lyricist Kim Gannon at a bar, where
he had given them a copy of the song. His name was eventually added to
the record label as a co-writer and he received royalties.

The next song on Rabbi Leibl’s list was “Chestnuts Roasting on an Open
Fire” (or as it is actually titled, “The Christmas Song”), music by Mel
Tormé (whose name was really Tormé!). As I noted at the beginning of this
article, this was one of those songs written in L.A. during a torrid summer
heat wave.

Rabbi Leibl quoted Mel Tormé as having said this about his song: “It was
not one of my favourites, but it was my annuity!” The song is also note-
worthy for being the first song ever to drop the name “Santa Claus” into it.
(Boy, you have to wonder what Christmas would be like if so many Jews
hadn’t fashioned its modern-day image.)

Keeping with the theme of heat waves, the next song was also written in
the same 1945 heat wave that engulfed Los Angeles: “Let it Snow”, lyrics
by Sammy Cahn, music by Jule Styne.

Here are some comments made by Rabbi Leibl about the song: They (the
composers) were trying to think cool thoughts…there’s no mention of
Christmas…the song appears at the end of “Die Hard” – one of the two
greatest Christmas movies ever made (the other being “Home Alone”). You
can kind of get a sense of the era in which Rabbi Leibl grew up by his lov-
ing references to the 1980s.

As with every other song he played during the evening, the next one was
accompanied by a very amusing anecdote. 

The song was “City Sidewalks, Silver Bells”, and  was written in 1951
by Jay Livingston (born Jay Levison) (music) and Ray Evans (lyrics) –
both Jewish. The duo also went on to write “Que Sera Sera” – which is
probably the first song I myself ever remember from a movie.

“Silver Bells” was originally called “Tinkle Bells”, Rabbi Matthew
explained, but when Jay Livingston went home to his wife and told her that
he and Evans had composed a song called “Tinkle Bells”, her reaction was:
“Are you crazy? Do you know what ‘tinkle’ means?” (Actually, a reference
to Wikipedia expands upon Rabbi Matthew’s story. Apparently, Jay
Livingston didn’t know what his wife was talking about: “Of course, Jay
and Ray had never heard it used in that way. ‘Tinkle’ (for ‘pee’) is a
woman’s term. As Jay said in the act that they used to do, ‘When I was a
boy, I said “Pee-pee”. Come to think of it, I STILL say “Pee-pee’”, only
more frequently’.”

In any event, the song title was changed to “Silver Bells” – and although
it was first sung by William Frawley (who went on to play Fred Mertz in
“I Love Lucy”), it was made famous when it was recorded by Bing Crosby
in 1950.

Rabbi Matthew Leibl at the keyboard in the
Adult Lounge of the Asper Campus Dec. 10,
2019

(Continued on page 23. See “Rabbi Matthew”.)
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Yiddish explanation
Come spend some time with me and Yiddish at the

“Gwen Secter”. The first session will be held on Friday,
December 10 at 12 and it will be dedicated to the won-
derful yet unknown Yiddish writer Salomea Perl. We
will read her story “Tsipke” in Yiddish with a paral-
lel English translation and serve coffee, tea, and snacks.
For more information contact “Gwen Secter” and
don’t forget your vaccination card. A belated Happy
Hanukkah. 

Jewish Radio Hour
Tune in to The Jewish Radio Hour - Sundays 1:30 -

2:30 PM  at 92.7 FM or online at ckjs.com  Although the
station will broadcast in both the old and new frequen-
cies for several months everyone is encouraged to listen
at 92.7 FM. 

On December 12th, hosts will be Regine Frankel and
Rochelle Zucker. On December 17th you will hear Gerry
Posner’s interview with Ron Slater. 

You can listen to past presentations on our podcast
website:
https://www.podomatic.com/podcasts/jewishradiohour
Follow us on Facebook: 
https://www.facebook.com/JewishRadioHourWinnipeg/

Israeli man stabbed by Palestinian
in Jerusalem’s Old City Saturday,

Palestinian assailant shot dead

Dec. 5, 2021 (JTA) — A Palestinian man was killed by
Israel’s border police after he stabbed an Orthodox Jew
near the Damascus Gate in Jerusalem’s Old City
Saturday.

The stabbing was the second incident of suspected ter-
rorism in Jerusalem in less than two weeks. A gunman
associated with Hamas opened fire in the Old City on
Nov. 21, killing an Israeli man, Eliyahu Kay, and wound-
ing several others.

Video of Saturday’s incident released by the police
shows the assailant, identified as Muhammad Salima,
crossing the street before attacking a man who had been
walking behind him. Salima then starts to run towards
two Israeli police officers stationed nearby, who shot
him, causing him to fall to the ground. The officers shot
Salima again while he lay on the ground, where he died.

The victim in Saturday’s attack, a young Orthodox
man, was taken to the hospital with what news accounts
said were moderate-to-severe wounds.

The 25-year-old assailant was from the town of Salfit
in the West Bank and had entered Israel illegally. The
Arab cab driver who drove him to the site of the attack
was taken into custody by Israeli police, who suspect he
may have assisted Salima, according to The Times of
Israel.

Several Arab leaders in Israel criticized the officers for
shooting at Salima while he lay on the ground.

“There was once talk of ‘neutralization.’ He’s on the
ground and a homicide video is being made of him.
Execution of a person who no longer poses a threat is a
horrible and terrible crime. This is the reality that the
occupation produces,” Aida Touma-Sliman, a member of
the Israeli Knesset from the Hadash party, wrote in a
tweet along with a video that shows Israeli police shoot-
ing Salima.

Other accounts that shared the truncated video online
did not acknowledge that the shooting by police took
place after a stabbing. “Field executions, no matter the
context, are unjustified,” tweeted Mohammed El-Kurd, a
prominent Palestinian commentator who lives in
Jerusalem, in response to questions about why.

Israeli Prime Minister Naftali Bennett tweeted in sup-
port of the officers Sunday, saying they “prevented mur-
der and acted with operational resourcefulness within a
few split seconds — as is required of fighters in such an
operational situation.”

A riot broke out at the site of the stabbing, with Israeli
police firing stun grenades at the Palestinians gathered
there. The site, near the Damascus Gate, was the site of
protests in May during the latest conflict between Israel
and Hamas in Gaza.
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By RON KAMPEAS
Dec. 2, 2021 WASHINGTON (JTA) —

“Behind closed doors” is a phrase that crops
up a lot in conversation with senior U.S. and
Israeli officials these days. That’s the place
both sides want to settle disagreements.

So far, that strategy has worked to repair the
structure of the diplomatic relationship
between U.S. Democrats and the Israeli gov-
ernment, frayed by years of open and some-
times heated contentiousness. 

Barack Obama and Benjamin Netanyahu in
particular repeatedly clashed in public. But
despite their ideological differences on paper,
President Joe Biden and Israeli Prime Minister
Naftali Bennett have projected a convivial and
united front.

“Biden, I think it’s visceral with him, given
his historic commitment to Israel, and also not wanting a repeat of the
Obama years,” said David Makovsky, a fellow at the Washington Institute
for Near East Policy, a think tank with ties to both the U.S. and Israeli gov-
ernments. “And with Bennett and Lapid, they don’t want to repeat the
Netanyahu years.”

Still, an array of issues have begun to swirl over the past several months
that threaten the current calm.

Bennett has allowed for the construction of thousands of new settler
homes. Biden is pushing to reopen the U.S. consulate in Jerusalem, for-
merly the principal venue for U.S.-Palestinian relations. Last month the
United States sanctioned two Israeli spyware companies.

Then there is the ongoing strife over Iran’s nuclear program, a point of
contention that those who analyze the U.S.-Israel relationship say could
eventually blow the doors wide open.

“The Iran issue is where the two parties don’t control the developments,”
Makovsky said. “And that’s where Israel is concerned.”

Here are the issues that could drive a wedge between the two countries.
Iran
This week, talks on what conditions the United States wants to see before

reentering the Iran deal, known formally as the Joint Comprehensive Plan
of Action, resume in Vienna. The JCPOA swaps sanctions relief for Iran
rolling back its nuclear program. 

Former President Donald Trump, with Netanyahu’s encouragement, exit-
ed the deal in 2018, reimposing suspended sanctions and adding hundreds
of new ones. Iran retaliated, suspending some of its compliance with the
deal. 

Biden campaigned on reentering the deal brokered in 2015, when he was
Vice President, seeing it as the best means of stopping a nuclear weapon.
Bennett and Lapid are skeptical but have said they are willing to wait and
see if Biden negotiates better terms with Iran.

Israeli officials have said they believe Iran is weeks away from nuclear
weapons capability; the country is enriching uranium to 60% purity, per-
ilously close to the 90% needed for weaponization. This week, Axios
reported, Israel warned the United States that Iran is on the verge of 90%
enrichment.

Makovsky said what Iran does this week could set off any number of cal-
culations from the United States and Israel that could lead to open con-
frontation between the allies.

“I think the U.S.-Israel relationship will be tested in terms of how each
side responds to this uncertainty,” Makovsky said.

Settlements
The call that Israeli Defense Minister Benny Gantz took Oct. 26 was the

first of its kind in almost five years: There was a U.S. secretary of state on
the line, livid about the announcement that week that Israel had green-
lighted more than 3,000 new units in the West Bank. Some were located in
“E1,” the corridor that separates the Maaleh Adumim settlement from
Jerusalem, and which Palestinians say is critical to the existence of a viable
Palestinian state — the Biden administration’s favored outcome to the
decades-long conflict.

An anonymous Israeli aide described the call by saying “The U.S. gave
us a yellow card,” Axios reported. In soccer, a yellow card is a strong warn-
ing over conduct handed from a referee to a player; two yellow cards in one
game equals an ejection.

In other words, Blinken’s dressing down was just a warning, not a signal
of a new status quo in U.S.-Israel relations.

Palestinian NGOs
Last month, Gantz designated six leading Palestinian human rights orga-

nizations operating in the West Bank as terrorist groups. The designation
would allow Israel’s government to shut the groups down, although it’s not
yet clear if the government has taken those steps.

Gantz argued that the NGOs are affiliated with the Popular Front for the

Liberation of Palestine, designated by the
State Department as a terrorist group. But
the international condemnation of the move
was swift.

The Biden administration also said it was
caught off-guard by the designation.
Anonymous Israeli officials countered that
the United States was forewarned and that
intelligence about the groups had been
shared. European officials have said the
intelligence they have seen is not persua-
sive.

The U.S. ambassador to the United
Nations, Linda Thomas-Greenfield, has sig-
naled that the Biden administration remains
less than convinced by whatever intelli-
gence Israel was proferring. She has made a
point of expressing support for Palestinian

NGOs.
“This week, I had the chance to meet with civil society leaders in

Ramallah,” Thomas-Greenfield said on Twitter on Nov. 20 after a visit to
Israel and the West Bank. “I was inspired by their work to advance democ-
racy, human rights, and economic opportunity for the Palestinian people.
We support Palestinian NGOs’ role monitoring human rights abuses wher-
ever they occur.”

On Tuesday, Thomas-Greenfield told the United Nations Security
Council that settler attacks created a “serious security situation” for
Palestinians and said she had raised it with Israeli officials.

The National quoted her as saying she had heard of “Israeli settlers
attacking Palestinians, ransacking homes and destroying property in the
West Bank” and that “this is an issue that I discussed extensively with
Israeli counterparts.”

The Jerusalem consulate
Biden campaigned on reopening the U.S. consulate in Jerusalem, which

was the site of U.S.-Palestinian relations until Trump closed it in 2019.
Both Bennett and Lapid, Israel’s more centrist foreign minister who is slat-
ed to rotate into the prime minister role in 2023, have said that can’t hap-
pen. 

The Biden administration says it is determined to make good on the
pledge, which the president sees as key to reviving Israeli-Palestinian
peace talks toward a two-state outcome.

Lapid has sought to persuade his counterpart Antony Blinken that forcing
the issue could endanger the Bennett-Lapid government.

That’s because there’s no way the consulate could reopen without explic-
it Israeli approval, and giving that approval would put the Bennett govern-
ment in the position of acknowledging a Palestinian claim to the city — the
third rail in Israeli politics.

The old consulate predated Israel’s existence, which meant that until
Trump closed it, there was no need to seek Israel’s approval for its ongo-
ing function. That’s no longer the case, according to Lara Friedman, the
president of the Foundation for Middle East Peace think tank, who from
1992-1994 was a U.S. diplomat at the consulate. 

“A diplomatic mission operates as, literally, an island of foreign sover-
eignty within the territory of the host country, staffed by foreign diplomats
who (for the most part) enjoy immunity from the jurisdiction of the host
government,” Friedman wrote last month in her weekly roundup of con-
gressional action related to the Middle East. “No nation can simply
rent/buy a property in a foreign country and declare it, unilaterally, under
their own country’s sovereignty. The host country must consent to giving
up its sovereignty to a foreign nation.”

Israeli officials say that they are seeking a way out that would save face
for both sides, perhaps by opening a consulate in an area of the West Bank
not seen as Jerusalem.

Spyware
The Biden administration this month sanctioned two Israeli spyware

companies, NSO group and Candira, saying that repressive governments
are using the tools to “threaten the rules-based international order.” Apple
sued NSO for selling its cell phone hacking spyware to governments that
used it to spy on activists and journalists. 

Israel’s Defense Ministry must approve exports of Israeli security tech-
nology, and Biden officials have made clear they want answers.
Nevertheless, the Biden administration says no actions against Israel’s gov-
ernment are forthcoming.

“We look forward to further discussions with the government of Israel
about ensuring that these companies’ products are not used to target human
rights defenders, journalists and others who shouldn’t be targeted,” said
Ned Price, a State Department spokesman.

China
One issue that has simmered over

from the Trump to the Biden

US-Israel news

Is the Biden-Bennett honeymoon over? Here are 6 US-Israel issues that are raising tensions.

President Joe Biden meets Israeli Prime Minister
Naftali Bennett in the White House, Aug. 27, 2021. 
(Avi Ohayon/Israel Government Press Office) 

(Continued on opposite page. See
“Biden-Bennett”.)
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I’ve steered away from writing about COVID.
It’s not unique to Israel. Nor to Winnipeg. Nor to
the Jewish people (don’t believe everything you
read!). And we’ve definitely been saturated by
COVID news and commentary over the last eigh-
teen months. But I had to capture my dismay at
this ridiculous ruling, apparently under the guise
of halacha (Jewish law).

According to popular Israeli Rabbi Benjamin
Hota, C19 vaccines recently received on a Saturday cannot be used. As
their arrival date happened to violate Shabbos. Are these vaccines not asso-
ciated with pikuah nefesh? Where savings a life overrides Jewish Law.

Even Religious Zionist Party and far-right MK (Knesset member) Itamar
Ben-Gvir, no stranger to meshugaas, dismissed Hota’s claim. With all due
respect, Rabbi Hota: We are fighting a deadly, disruptive, worldwide pan-
demic. And these vaccines do save lives.   ++++  A new surtax recently levied
on Israelis significantly increases the consumer retail price (hello Monty
Hall) of plastic serving utensils. Forks. Knives. Plates. Cups. And the like.
Apparently Israelis are amongst the world’s largest consumers of dispos-
able plastic. Using twice as much compared to a decade ago and throwing
away 70,000 tons/year of these little plastic knives, forks and plates. That’s
a lot of picnics and children’s birthday parties. But this has much less to do
with picnics and children’s birthday parties. The main consumers are the
ultra-Orthodox. With very large families -I’m talking 6.7 children per fam-
ily, keinehora- it’s just easier using plastics for meals then washing dishes.
Really?! Let the kids do the dishes. Guess not, as the ultra-Orthodox polit-
ical parties are trying to overturn this tax, claiming it discriminates against
their constituency. Really?! Surely they understand the threat of landfill
and oceanfill. About the Jewish value to help save the world. And now I
need an alternative to plastic plates for our family’s annual Independence
Day picnic next May. Stay tuned to see if I meet the
challenge.  ++++  Hanukkah in Hebron. The first night’s candle lighting by
President Herzog. With Hamas calling this a provocation and threating vio-
lence. Must everything we do - even something so simple as lighting a can-
dle- have geopolitical consequences? I get this is more than just a candle.
And that Hebron is highly contested territory. May the light of Hanukkah
shine on the darkness around us.   Postscript. So far quiet prevails. And I
much prefer Tim Horton’s donuts to the neighborhood baker’s souvgo-
nout.  ++++  Okay. One more COVID story. So I was driving to work the
other day. Listening to my favorite talk radio show. When Razi Barkai
referred to Omicron, the new COVID variant as a…. Wait for it…. A bun-
deit. Now my dad (ז’’ל) lovingly referred to my son as a bundeit. And I was
often called a bundeit by my parents and grandparents. As I’m sure were
most Jewish north enders at one time or another. And yes, south enders too.
Lovingly. Fondly. And with some degree of frustration. But to hear it used
on national talk radio in such a context (absent the love and fondness). I
couldn’t help but smile. Only in our little shtetl.

Regards From Israel,  Bruce

Israel blog

REGARDS FROM ISRAEL

By

BRUCE BROWN

The Bundeit  

administrations: Israel’s increasing
trade with China. 

Like Trump, Biden is wary of what he
sees as China’s increased belligerency

and is set on confronting the country. As of now, he is considering a diplo-
matic boycott of next year’s Olympics in Beijing.

Both the Biden and Trump administrations made it clear to Israel that it
was expected as an ally to roll back its ties with China, especially in areas
of infrastructure that risk exposing U.S. technology. 

But Israel has yet to alter its course. In October, Israel refused to sign a
U.N. statement condemning China’s treatment of the Uighurs, a Muslim
minority group in China that has been forced into “re-education camps,”
which some have likened to concentration camps.

China was perhaps the most sensitive issue at a meeting between Lapid
and Blinken in October. 

Biden-Bennett
(Continued from page 22.)

Forward to 1962 – and the Cuban
Missile Crisis. (Where’s this going,
you’re probably wondering?) Rabbi
Leibl told a story about someone named

Gloria Shayne who, when she was growing up, happened to live next door
to a family by the name of Kennedy (as Gerry Posner would say, “as in
John Fitzgerald Kennedy’ ”).

Gloria Shayne and her then-husband, Noël Regney, wrote the song as a
plea for peace. Something else that set this song apart from every other
song Rabbi Leibl sang that evening, as he noted, was that it was the only
one that mentioned the name “Christ”.

Many of you reading this might remember the “Andy Williams Show”,
which was popular in the 1960s. But, did you know that the song “It’s the
most Wonderful Time of the Year” was written for that show? It was writ-
ten in 1963 by Sydney Pola (born Sidney Edward Pollacsek) and George
Wyle (born Bernard Weissman, also famous for composing the theme song
to “Gilligan’s Island”, a very important show for Rabbi Leibl’s parents’
generation). By the way, although I was taking copious notes during this
very important lecture, I have had to resort to Googling a good portion of
the information you’re reading here. I can’t imagine how much work Rabbi
Matthew put into putting together his song list. He really should do his
show again; I’m sure it would attract an even bigger audience next year.

Next, we were told we’re going to hear songs by “the greatest Christmas
composer of all time!” But, what about all the songs we just heard? Who
could top some of those songwriters?

It turned out that it was Johnny Marks. Here’s an excerpt from
Wikipedia: John David Marks (November 10, 1909 – September 3, 1985)
was an American songwriter. Although he was Jewish, he specialized in
Christmas songs and wrote many holiday standards, including “Rudolph,
the Red-Nosed Reindeer” (a hit for Gene Autry and others), “Rockin’
Around the Christmas Tree” (a hit for Brenda Lee), “A Holly Jolly
Christmas” (recorded by the Quinto Sisters and later by Burl Ives)” and
even more.

While Rabbi Leibl told one story after another about each of the above
songs, he really outdid himself when he told the story how “Rudolph the
Red-Nosed Reindeer” came into being. The story goes that Marx’s sister
was married to a guy by the name of Robert Ray.

Ray was working for the department store Montgomery Ward, working
as a low-level copywriter. Although Rabbi Leibl described what happened
in great detail, it’s such a beautiful story that I thought I’d quote exten-
sively from the Wikipedia article describing how the song came into being:

Sometime in the 1930s, May moved to Chicago and took a job as a low-
paid in-house advertising copywriter for Montgomery Ward. In early 1939,
May’s boss at Montgomery Ward asked him to write a “cheery” Christmas
book for shoppers and suggested that an animal be the star of the book.
Montgomery Ward had been buying and giving away coloring books for
Christmas every year and it was decided that creating their own book
would save money and be a nice good-will gesture.

May’s wife, Evelyn, had contracted cancer in 1937 and was quite ill as
he started on the book in early 1939. May “drew on memories of his own
painfully shy childhood when creating his Rudolph stories.” He decided on
making a reindeer the central character of the book because his then four-
year-old daughter, Barbara, loved the deer in the Chicago zoo. He ran vers-
es and chapters of the Rudolph poem by Barbara to make sure they enter-
tained children. The final version of the poem was first read to Barbara and
his wife’s parents…

In 1948, May’s brother-in-law, Johnny Marks, wrote (words and music)
an adaptation of Rudolph. Though the song was turned down by such pop-
ular vocalists as Bing Crosby and Dinah Shore, it was recorded by the
singing cowboy Gene Autry. “Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer” was
released in 1949 and became a phenomenal success, selling more records
than any other Christmas song, with the exception of “White Christmas”.

And with that, the entire audience joined in the singing of “Rudolph the
Red-Nosed Reindeer.” All that was needed to cap off the evening was for
everyone to adjourn to The Shanghai (which, alas, is no longer) – and
which, Rabbi Leibl recalled, was where his family always used to go for
Christmas.

Rabbi Matthew
(Continued from page 20.)
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